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Every movement ends in a period of stillness. Current models assume that commands that hold the limb 26 
at a target location do not depend on the commands that moved the limb to that location. Here, we 27 
report a surprising relationship between movement and posture in primates: on a within-trial basis, the 28 
commands that hold the arm and finger at a target location depend on the mathematical integration of 29 
the commands that moved the limb to that location. Following damage to the corticospinal tract, both 30 
the move and hold period commands become more variable. However, the hold period commands 31 
retain their dependence on the integral of the move period commands. Thus, our data suggest that the 32 
postural controller possesses a feedforward module that uses move commands to calculate a 33 
component of hold commands. This computation may arise within an unknown subcortical system that 34 
integrates cortical commands to stabilize limb posture. 35 
  36 
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Posture accompanies [movement] “like a shadow”. 37 
Sir Charles Sherrington 38 
 39 
Introduction 40 
To hold the limb still, the muscles are not quiet. Rather, they are actively engaged with coordinated 41 
inputs that maintain postural stability. Current models assume that these inputs are produced by an 42 
impedance controller that translates the sensory representation of a desired location to patterns of 43 
muscle activity1–3. To move and then hold, one feedback controller generates the commands that move 44 
the limb4,5, and a separate controller generates commands that hold the limb still following movement1. 45 
This architecture (Fig. 1A, left) in which movement and postural controllers are independent is implicit in 46 
optimal control formulations of reaching1,2,4,6 and forms the basis for interpreting how neurons in the 47 
motor cortex encode reach kinematics7. While many predictions of this theory have been confirmed for 48 
control of movement4, here we provide evidence that challenges the assumption that posture and 49 
movement are controlled independently. 50 
 Our idea starts with consideration of a simpler control system: the eye and the head. In order to 51 
hold the eyes at a target, the oculomotor system uses a hold controller whose output directly depends 52 
on the move controller8–15. The move controller produces a set of commands that displace the eyes13. 53 
Simultaneously, these commands are integrated in real-time by a distinct brainstem structure, yielding 54 
sustained commands that hold the eyes and the head still when the movement ends8,12. Thus,  the 55 
architecture assumed for move and hold controllers of the arm (Fig. 1A, left) is not consistent with that 56 
of the eye9,13 and the head8,11,14,15.  57 
While we do not know if the output of the reach controller serves as an input to the hold 58 
controller, there is evidence that moving and holding are controlled by separate neural structures; total 59 
inhibition of the mouse motor cortex during reaching causes the arm to stop moving, but the muscles 60 
continue to receive commands that hold the arm steady against gravity18. It is difficult to reconcile this 61 
observation with the idea that the cortex drives both moving and holding19,20. 62 
 Yet, there are also reasons to doubt that the neural control of the arm shares a design principle 63 
with control of the eyes and the head. The physical dynamics of the arm are much more complicated 64 
than the eye, casting doubt that any straightforward relationship might exist between commands that 65 
move the arm to a location, and the commands that subsequently hold the arm there. Furthermore, 66 
whereas damage to the brainstem structure that holds the eyes produces nystagmus21,22, we know of no 67 
condition that resembles nystagmus in the context of reaching.  68 
We began by asking a simple question: are the commands that hold the limb at the target solely 69 
determined by the target position (Fig. 1A, left), or are they dependent in part on the preceding move 70 
commands (Fig. 1A, right)? We began by measuring activity across arm muscles during point-to-point 71 
reaching. When monkeys reached to a single target from various directions, we found that the integral 72 
of reach activity predicted hold activity after the movement ended. Furthermore, as the target location 73 
varied, the same integration function accounted for hold period activity at the various endpoints. Thus, 74 
across a range of directions and endpoints, the hold period activity was related, through integration, 75 
with the preceding move period activity. 76 
To ask whether this pattern held across other types of movements, we considered goal-directed 77 
finger movements in which the start and end target locations were kept constant. As monkeys flexed 78 
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their finger, there was natural variability in muscle activity both during the movement and during the 79 
ensuing hold period. However, this variability had structure: on a within-trial basis, changes in hold 80 
period commands in all recorded muscles were correlated with the integral of the preceding commands 81 
that had brought the finger to its current location.  82 
These patterns revealed a correlation, not causation. To test whether there might be a causal 83 
link between movement and holding, we imposed a change to the commands that moved the arm to a 84 
given target location, and quantified whether on a within-trial basis, the change in move period 85 
commands influenced the subsequent hold period commands. To do this, we altered the reach 86 
commands of humans through adaptation23. To measure the properties of the hold controller, we 87 
designed a procedure in which we slowly displaced the hand during the hold period while subjects were 88 
engaged in a working memory task. We recorded the forces produced by the hand in response to the 89 
involuntary displacements during the hold period, thus measuring the postural field that held the arm 90 
still. We found that as the reach period commands changed, the entire postural field shifted, indicating 91 
that changes to reach commands altered the null point of the hold controller. Notably, the function that 92 
related the hold period controller to the preceding reach period was the same integration function that 93 
we had observed in point-to-point reaching and finger movements. 94 
Finally, we probed the neural circuits that might support this putative link between movement 95 
and holding by examining reaching in patients who had suffered damage to their corticospinal tract 96 
(CST) above the level of the brainstem. As expected, these stroke survivors exhibited large trial-to-trial 97 
variability in the commands that they produced during both the reach and the subsequent hold periods. 98 
Remarkably, the link between move and hold period commands appeared intact: on a within-trial basis, 99 
the hold period forces were related via a form of integration to the immediately preceding, but now 100 
imperfect, reach period forces.  101 
Thus, in monkeys, healthy humans, and stroke survivors, across arm movements and finger 102 
movements, the hold period commands depended on the preceding commands that had moved the 103 
limb to its current location. These results raise the possibility that the postural controller possesses a 104 
subcortical feedforward module that calculates hold period commands through real-time integration of 105 
the move period commands. This feedforward computation then combines with visual and 106 
proprioceptive feedback to produce the sustained commands that result in postural stability. 107 
 108 
Results 109 
We performed experiments in which monkeys and humans made goal-directed movements toward a 110 
target and then held their arm or finger at the target location. In each case we asked whether the 111 
commands during the move period influenced the subsequent commands during the hold period.  112 
 113 
Muscle activity during the hold period following reaching 114 
When reaching movements are made from various starting points to the same target, we know of no 115 
model that predicts a consistent relationship between the reach period commands, which depend on 116 
reach direction, and the subsequent hold period commands, which depend on target location. Yet, if 117 
control of holding depends on the movement period (Fig. 1A, right), a single function must exist that 118 
transforms the commands that were generated during the movement period to the subsequent 119 
commands that are generated to hold the arm. To explore the plausibility of such a relationship, we 120 
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used intramuscular electrodes to measure activity of 20 shoulder and elbow muscles during point-to-121 
point reaching in the vertical plane (9 muscles in monkey A, 11 muscles in monkey B). On each trial, 122 
monkeys first moved their hand from a central location to one of eight targets, held their hand at that 123 
target for at least 0.5 sec, then reached back to the central location and again held their hand for at 124 
least 0.5 sec (Fig. 1B). We normalized muscle activity by setting to zero its average activity at the central 125 
hold location, and setting to one its maximum activity in the task. 126 
Consider the activity of the anterior deltoid (Fig. 1B) as the arm reached from the central 127 
position to a target. For some directions, this muscle exhibited a burst of activity during the reach, and 128 
then sustained activity during holding (Fig. 1B, targets 3 and 5). For other targets, the muscle exhibited a 129 
smaller burst of activity during movement, and little or no activity during holding (target 1). Let us 130 
imagine that the measured EMG, denoted as u(t), is actually the sum of two signals: a “hold” command 131 
h(t) (brown traces in Fig. 1B) and a “move” command m(t) (red traces in Fig. 1B). The hold command is 132 
computed by adding the real-time integral of the move command to the initial hold activity that 133 
precedes movement (see Methods Section A). 134 
If the hold commands are computed from the move commands in this way, the two commands 135 
should be related by a common function across different types of reaching movements: the change in 136 
muscle activity from before the movement to after the movement, should be related to the intervening 137 
move period muscle activity (see Methods A for derivation). We measured muscle activity with respect 138 
to its pre-movement hold period, 1( )u h , and then integrated that change with respect to time until the 139 
end of the reach, t T .  140 
 
0
12 1( ) ( ) [ ( ) ( )]
T
t
u h u h k u t u h dt a     (1) 141 
This equation predicted that change in the hold period activity of a given muscle from before reach 142 
onset 1h  to the target 2h  should be approximately proportional to the integral of its activity during the 143 
reach period. 144 
 To test the validity of Eq. (1), we defined the hold period at the target 2h  starting at 300 ms 145 
after reach end (Fig. 1D, hold 2), thus allowing time for muscle activation dynamics to settle. Indeed, for 146 
most muscles (14/20), change in the hold period activity was well predicted by Eq. (1). For example, 147 
when the target location was constant (Fig. 1D, reach back) across various movement directions, the 148 
changes in the hold period activities of many muscles were proportional to the integral of their 149 
respective activity during the preceding reach (red lines, Fig. 1E). When the target position varied (Fig. 150 
1D, reach out), Eq. (1) was again a good predictor of the change in hold period activity, despite the fact 151 
that both direction and endpoint of the reach changed (green lines, Fig. 1E). 152 
Fig. 1F presents the data across all muscles, directions, and endpoints. Remarkably, we found 153 
that integration of the reach period activity was a reasonable predictor of the change in hold period 154 
activity across all conditions (R2 = 0.58 for Monkey A and R2 = 0.53 for Monkey B). Within each muscle 155 
the integration gain k was no different for outward reaches and return reaches (Fig. 1G, paired t-test on 156 
single muscle regression slopes, p=0.943). In addition, the same integration gain predicted hold activity 157 
for fast and slow movements (Fig. 1G, fast vs. slow, two-sample t-test, p=0.30) which differed modestly 158 
in terms of movement duration (two-sample t-test, p<0.001, fast movement duration of 350.3 ± 11.1 ms 159 
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and slow movement duration of 453.6 ± 4.9 ms, mean ± SEM). This indicated that a single function (Eq. 160 
(1)) could account for various movements and speeds, despite the differing dynamics of these reaches.  161 
Notably, despite these general trends, some muscles (6/20) did not exhibit the pattern 162 
described by Eq. (1). These muscles shared a specific property: they had little to no activity during the 163 
hold periods (Figure 1 - figure supplement 1). Thus, Eq. (1) seemed to apply primarily to those muscles 164 
that modulated their activity during the hold period, contributing to maintenance of arm posture in this 165 
task. However, to not bias our results, we included all muscles in our regressions in Figs. 1F, 1G, and 1H. 166 
We considered an alternate hypothesis: a muscle that is more active to lift the arm will be also 167 
be more active to hold the arm. Perhaps the correlations are driven mostly by biomechanical constraints 168 
of the reaching movements. Thus, we separated movements based on directions that were not affected 169 
by a change in gravitational forces (horizontal reaches), vs. other directions (Fig. 1B). If the relationship 170 
between move period and hold period was solely due to the gravitational field, we would expect that 171 
the integration function would differ for horizontal versus vertical movements. However, the gain of 172 
integration was similar for the two groups of movements (Fig. 1G, ANCOVA, movement type by moving 173 
EMG integral interaction effect on holding activity, F=0.37, p=0.54). To broaden the scope of this 174 
alternate hypothesis, we considered the possibility that the change in hold period activity in each muscle 175 
depended on the maximum or minimum activity of that muscle during the reach period, not the integral 176 
of the entire reach period activity. This alternate hypothesis also proved to be significantly less accurate 177 
than Eq. (1) (within muscle comparison, paired t-test, p = 0.005, Fig. 1H). In 17/20 muscles, integration 178 
of the reach period activity was a better predictor of the hold period activity than either the maximum 179 
or minimum muscle activity. 180 
In summary, for reaching across various directions and endpoints, the change in a muscle’s 181 
activity from the pre-movement hold period to the post-movement hold period was partially predicted 182 
by the integral of that muscle’s activity during the intervening reach period.  183 
  184 
Hold period activity for finger movements 185 
According to Eq. (1), trial-to-trial variation in the move period commands should lead to consistent trial-186 
by-trial changes in the subsequent hold period commands, even if the target location remains constant. 187 
That is, if the integral of a muscle’s activity is greater on some trials, then that muscle should also be 188 
more active during the hold period that immediately follows.  189 
 It is difficult to test this prediction for reaching because there are numerous configurations of 190 
the wrist, elbow, and shoulder joints that would maintain the hand at a target location. Therefore, to 191 
more precisely examine within-trial covariance between move and hold periods, we simplified the 192 
problem to a single degree of freedom: finger flexion24. 193 
 Monkeys were trained to use their index finger to track a visual target that moved at 12 deg/sec 194 
over a 1 second period between a start (12°) and an end location (24°) against a spring load that resisted 195 
flexion (Fig. 2A). At the start location the load was 0.026 N⋅m. As the finger flexed, the load increased 196 
linearly, reaching 0.048 N⋅m at the target. We measured muscle activity using subcutaneous electrodes 197 
implanted over 17 muscles (8 muscles in monkey R, 9 in monkey D). For each session, we normalized 198 
each muscle’s activity by setting the average activity at the start location to 0 (period 1h , 400 ms in 199 
duration, began 1 sec before movement onset, Fig. 2C), and setting its maximum activity in the task to 1. 200 
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The hold period 2h  at the target was 200 ms in duration and began 700 ms after movement end, thus 201 
allowing time for muscle dynamics to settle. 202 
The finger accurately tracked the target on each trial, moving along very similar trajectories (Fig. 203 
2B). To both flex the finger and support the mechanical load, muscle activity during each hold period 204 
was strongly modulated by finger location (Fig. 2C). For example, the flexor digitorum profundus (FDP) 205 
muscle, one of the prime movers in this task, was more active when the finger was at the target as 206 
compared to the start location (Fig. 2C, right panel). However, from one trial to the next, hold period 207 
EMG exhibited marked variability (Fig. 2C, note the vertical spread of the trial distribution at hold 2). 208 
One possibility is that the variability in hold period EMG is due to position-related variability in 209 
the spring force applied to the finger (larger displacements lead to larger spring forces on the finger). To 210 
assess this possibility, for each muscle we regressed its activity onto its position during the target hold 211 
period. We found that variation in hold position accounted for less than 2% (R2 = 0.0107 ± 0.0041, mean 212 
± SEM across all muscles in both monkeys, individual regressions for each muscle) of the trial-to-trial 213 
variability in hold period EMG (we do not mean for this to give the impression that EMG was not 214 
strongly modulated by position, only that trial-by-trial differences in EMG were poorly explained by 215 
differences in position; see Methods Section B2 for more information).  216 
If variability in position could not explain the trial-to-trial changes in hold period EMG, what was 217 
the source of hold period variability? Inspection of muscle activity in Fig. 2C suggested two possibilities: 218 
trial-by-trial changes in the hold period activity at the target (the hold 2 period) could be explained by 219 
(1) modulation in the initial holding activity prior to movement onset (the hold 1 period), or (2) 220 
modulation in move period activity. We first investigated the former possibility that when a muscle was 221 
more active during the initial hold period, it was also more active during the final hold period. This 222 
hypothesis stated that 2 1( ) ( )u h ku h a  . To evaluate this hypothesis, we regressed the activity of each 223 
muscle during hold 2 onto its activity during hold 1. The left panel in Fig. 2D shows the strength of this 224 
correlation in the FDP muscle for a single session. Each ellipse in the middle panel of Fig. 2D represents 225 
the 95% confidence boundary for the trial-by-trial joint distribution between hold period activity at the 226 
target and hold period activity at the starting position, for each muscle, across all trials and sessions. 227 
Overall, hold activity at the start appeared to be a rather poor predictor of hold activity at the target, 228 
accounting for about 8% (monkey R) and 7% (monkey D) of the variance in the data (Fig. 2D). 229 
 We next considered the hypothesis that variation in hold period activity may be due to variation 230 
in preceding move period activity. Using Eq. (1), we integrated the move period activity in the muscle, 231 
( )u t  with respect to its pre-movement activity, 1( )u h , and asked if this integral could predict the change 232 
in hold period activity from the start location, 1( )u h , to the target location, 2( )u h . This comparison could 233 
be confounded by trial-to-trial differences in movement displacement. Under spring forces, a larger 234 
displacement might lead to greater move period as well as greater hold period activity. This did not 235 
appear consistent with the data: trial-to-trial displacement explained less than 1% of the variance in 236 
both the integral of move period activity (R2 = 0.006 ± 0.0018, mean ± SEM), and the change in hold 237 
activity (R2 = 0.005 ± 0.001, mean ± SEM). On the other hand, the integral of move period activity 238 
exhibited robust correlation with the change in hold period activity, as shown for an example recording 239 
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session in the left panel of Fig. 2E. For this session, about 56% of the trial-by-trial variance in FDP hold 240 
period activity 2 1( ) ( )u h u h  was accounted for by Eq. (2) (linear fit for this session, p<0.001). 241 
 To determine if all muscles exhibited similar within-trial correlations between moving and 242 
holding, we considered the data across all muscles and sessions (Fig. 2E, middle and right panels). Each 243 
ellipse in Fig. 2E represents the 95% confidence boundary for the within-trial joint distribution between 244 
holding activity and the integral of moving activity, for each muscle. Strikingly, the orientations of 245 
various muscle distributions (the angle of the major axis) were roughly parallel with each other. Thus, 246 
the gain of the integration function was similar across muscles, and a single function accounted for 247 
approximately 50% and 40% (monkeys R and D) of the trial-by-trial variability in holding activity. 248 
 Finally, we considered another potential source of correlation between move and hold periods: 249 
co-contraction. If finger stiffness varied from one trial to another, we would observe correlations 250 
between move and hold periods. To change finger stiffness, agonist and antagonist pairs of muscles 251 
would exhibit coordinated increases or decreases in their activities. In other words, we should be able to 252 
predict the change in hold period activity in one muscle based on the activity of other muscles. To test 253 
this idea, we regressed the change in hold period activity in each muscle onto the integral of move 254 
period EMG in other muscles. Roughly 10% of the variability in the change in hold period EMG could be 255 
explained by the integral of move period activity of other muscles (R2 = 0.10 ± 0.02, mean ± SEM). 256 
Therefore, while some of the variance in hold period activity could be explained by the move period 257 
activity in other muscles, move period activity in a given muscle remained a much better predictor of 258 
the change in hold period activity in that same muscle (R2 = 0.42 ± 0.031, mean ± SEM). 259 
In summary, for a constant target location, on trials in which a muscle moved the finger with 260 
greater activity, it also produced greater activity during the subsequent hold period. About 45% of the 261 
trial-to-trial variation in the change in hold period activity could be associated with the integral of the 262 
preceding move period activity.  263 
 264 
Change in reach period commands alters hold period commands 265 
These EMG patterns illustrated a correlation between move and hold period commands, but did not test 266 
whether there was a causal link between the two. That is, trial-to-trial coupling between move and hold 267 
period commands arose from variability that was internally generated by the animal. To rigorously test if 268 
hold period commands directly followed from move period commands, we next imposed external 269 
changes on move period commands and measured if hold period commands changed in a manner 270 
consistent with integration. To do this, we instructed participants to reach to a target while holding the 271 
handle of a robotic arm (Fig. 3A), and adapted their move period commands by imposing a velocity-272 
dependent force field25. 273 
 With the force field our goal was to gradually bias the move period commands through the 274 
process of adaptation. If hold period commands partly depended on the preceding move period, then 275 
biases in move commands should lead to biases in hold commands, even though (1) the hold period 276 
commands were never perturbed, and (2) the hold location remained constant. To ensure that hold 277 
period commands were never perturbed, on all force field trials the hand was placed in a “well” that 278 
held the hand still at the end of the movement for at least 1.5 sec (Fig. 3A, target-hold well). Next, we 279 
used a channel to prevent the hand from suddenly moving off the target while participants transitioned 280 
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from the target-hold well to the next reaching movement (not shown in Fig. 3A; see “partial channel” in 281 
Methods). 282 
 Unlike the monkey experiments, we did not record EMG during these experiments. Instead, we 283 
measured changes in the forces that participants exerted against the handle. These forces served as a 284 
low-dimensional proxy for the motor commands sent to the arm muscles. Critically, we drove the 285 
adaptation process with forces that acted perpendicular to the trajectory of the hand. Because the 286 
learning axis was orthogonal to the primary movement, we could cleanly isolate the component of the 287 
motor commands that varied in response to the field, from the motor commands responsible for the 288 
primary movement. To measure the forces perpendicular to the primary movement, on some trials the 289 
robot produced a stiff channel that connected the start position to the target via a straight line (Fig. 3A, 290 
channel trial). To test the integration hypothesis, we recorded forces perpendicular to the direction of 291 
the target during the reach and hold periods, and asked if they were related through the following 292 
integration function (i.e., the force analogue of Eq. 1): 293 
    2 1 10( ) ( ) [ ( ) ( )]
T
F h F h k F t F h dt a  (2) 294 
At the start of each experiment, participants (n=220 in total) reached to the target in a neutral 295 
(i.e., null field) condition in which the robot did not produce any forces on the hand (Fig. 3A, null field 296 
trial). Even in the null field period we observed significant trial-by-trial variability in the perpendicular 297 
reach period forces, as shown for a representative subject in Fig. 3B. During the reach period the hand 298 
pushed slightly to the right on some trials, left on others, or exhibited a bimodal profile. However, 299 
because the movements were guided within a channel, the hand followed a straight line that ended at 300 
the center of the target (Fig. 3A, bottom left). Notably, following conclusion of the reach, we observed 301 
that the arm generated forces during the hold period (period 2h , Fig. 3B) that were often different than 302 
baseline (period 1h ). Indeed, the change in the hold period forces 2 1( ) ( )F h F h  was well predicted by 303 
Eq. (2), as illustrated by data for the representative subject in Fig. 3B (regression at right), and the entire 304 
population in Fig. 3C. On a within-trial basis, the integral of move period force accounted for 39 ± 2% 305 
(mean ± SEM) of the variance in hold period force. Thus, just as EMG patterns exhibited a within-trial 306 
relationship between the reach and hold periods, so did the force patterns.  307 
Like the EMG patterns, the force patterns did not appear to be trivially related to biomechanical 308 
constraints imposed on the arm due to gravity: the gain of the integration function was the same 309 
whether or not the weight of the arm was supported by a frictionless air-sled (Fig. 3B, two-sample t-test, 310 
p=0.90). Remarkably, the relationship between move and hold period forces remained unchanged when 311 
we divided the null period reaches of each subject into fast and slow movements (Fig. 3D, ANCOVA, 312 
movement type by move force integral interaction effect on hold force, F=0.007, p=0.935). Thus, in the 313 
null field, forces during the reach and subsequent hold periods showed natural variability. However, on 314 
a within-trial basis, the integral of the move period forces appeared to influence the subsequent hold 315 
period forces. 316 
At the conclusion of the null field period, we gradually imposed a velocity-dependent force field 317 
during the reach (Fig. 3E). The velocity-dependent forces perturbed the hand perpendicular to the reach 318 
trajectory, thus leading to adaptation of reach period forces (Fig. 3F). The gradual onset of the 319 
perturbation produced gradual changes in reach period forces (while also minimizing positional errors 320 
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throughout the trajectory). Remarkably, as the reach period force changed from one trial to the next, so 321 
did the hold period force (Figs. 3F and 3G). Notably, the hold period forces were not transient, but 322 
sustained, persisting up to 6 seconds during the entire hold period interval (Figure 3 - figure supplement 323 
1). The relationship between the change in hold period force and the (now externally-driven) reach 324 
period forces was again consistent with integration: over the course of adaptation, Eq. (2) accounted for 325 
48 ± 3% (mean ± SEM across 32 participants) of the variance in the change in hold period forces. 326 
As an alternate hypothesis we considered the possibility that hold period forces may be a trivial 327 
continuation of the forces produced near the end of the preceding reach, not an integration of the 328 
entire history of the reach period. To test this idea, we conducted a pair of experiments. In the first 329 
experiment (Fig. 4A), participants (n=11) reached in a force field that was active only during the second 330 
half of the reach. In Phase 1 of the experiment, trial after trial we gradually increased the magnitude of 331 
the force field (Fig. 4A, Phase 1). As expected, participants produced hold period forces that increased 332 
with the integral of the reach period forces. In Phase 2, we maintained the force field at a constant 333 
magnitude for hundreds of additional trials. The change in hold period forces and the integral of reach 334 
period forces remained correlated during all trials (Fig. 4A, Phase 2). 335 
In the next experiment (Fig. 4B) we again exposed participants to a force field that was active 336 
only during the second half of the movement. But then, in Phase 2, we gradually added a second force 337 
field that was active during the first half of the movement, but in the opposite direction (Fig. 4B, Phase 338 
2). In this way, the reach period forces should integrate to approximately zero. If holding forces were a 339 
simple continuation of the reach period forces, then the addition of the force field during the first half of 340 
the movement should not alter the hold forces at the end of the movement. However, this is not what 341 
we observed: as the integral of reach period forces approached zero, hold period forces gradually 342 
vanished (Fig. 4B, Phase 2). That is, even though reach period forces were matched just before the end 343 
of movement (Fig. 4C), the ensuing hold period force depended on the entire history of the reach. In 344 
addition, we observed no difference in the integration function between each phase of the experiment 345 
(paired t-test on slope, p=0.22, paired t-test on intercept, p=0.09).  346 
Together, these observations demonstrated that on a within-trial basis, as the reach period 347 
forces changed, so did the ensuing hold period forces. The change in hold period force was partially 348 
described via a function that integrated in time the temporal history of the preceding reach period 349 
forces. 350 
 351 
Correlations between move and hold commands are only weakly influenced by initial hold activity 352 
Eqs. (1) and (2) use initial hold activity ( 1( )u h  or 1( )F h ) both to calculate the change in hold activity, and 353 
to estimate move period activity (Methods Section A). We were concerned that some or all of the 354 
observed correlations may be due to this common factor that appears on both sides of the equation, 355 
and not the integral of the move period activity.  356 
To consider this problem, we noted that for outwards reaching movements in Fig. 1, this was 357 
not a concern because the trial-averaged EMGs were nearly identical before movement onset at the 358 
center location, but differed greatly during the movement to various directions. To address this concern 359 
for our data in Figs. 2 and 3, we re-analyzed the correlation between move and hold activity, but only on 360 
trials in which hold 1 activity fell within one standard deviation of the mean. This criterion reduced the 361 
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variance in hold 1 activity by 75% for our finger movement dataset, and 88.6% for our reach force 362 
dataset. Despite this dramatic reduction in hold 1 variability, we found little effect on the measured 363 
correlations: the correlation coefficient between integral of move activity and change in hold activity 364 
remained 58.4% for muscles in the finger (compared to 64.2% if all trials are included) and 48.5% for 365 
reach forces on channel trials in the null field (compared to 52.2% if all trials are included). 366 
In summary, the observed trial-by-trial correlations between move activity and change in hold 367 
activity were almost entirely driven by the integration of the move commands, with little dependence 368 
on variability in the initial hold activity. 369 
 370 
The postural field during the hold period 371 
Thus far we have described the state of the limb during the hold period in terms of muscle activity or 372 
force generation. However, in order to hold the limb still, the postural controller does not simply 373 
produce a force, rather it generates a converging field of position-dependent forces26,27. We next asked 374 
if this postural field also relied on the commands generated during the preceding reach. 375 
We designed a new experiment in which we measured the postural field following completion 376 
of a reach. Participants (n=27) reached to a target as before, but now, during the hold period they were 377 
engaged in a short-term memory task (2-back, Fig. 5A). As they performed the memory task, the robot 378 
slowly displaced their arm in a random direction. In response to the displacement, the postural 379 
controller produced restoring forces against the handle, thus allowing us to measure the postural field 380 
(Fig. 5B).  381 
As expected, the postural field’s null position was near the target (Fig. 5B, null point of postural 382 
field). However, after participants were exposed to a force field, the postural field changed: the null 383 
position was no longer aligned with the target (Fig. 5B, right). Rather, it shifted by approximately 1 cm 384 
(Fig. 5D; paired t-test, p<10-4) in the direction of the force produced during the reach. In contrast, the 385 
orientation (Fig. 5D, paired t-test, p=0.84) and stiffness (Fig. 5D, paired t-test, p=0.62) of the postural 386 
field remained unchanged. 387 
After the reach had ended and the cursor was at the target, we slowly displaced the hand 388 
toward the postural null position. We observed that the hold period forces gradually approached zero, 389 
and then switched direction and grew larger as the hand was displaced beyond the null position (Fig. 390 
5E). The holding force at the hand scaled linearly with the distance between hand position and the 391 
postural null position (Fig. 5F). This implied that the hold period forces we had measured in previous 392 
experiments (Figs. 3-4) were a proxy for the location of the null position of the postural controller: the 393 
larger the hold period force at the target, the farther the null position of the postural field.  394 
Thus, as the reach period forces changed, so did postural control: the null position of the 395 
postural field shifted in the same direction as the change in the preceding move period forces.  396 
 397 
Adaptation of the integration gain 398 
These results create a puzzling scenario. In the presence of a velocity-dependent force field, the reach 399 
controller readily adapts and changes the move period forces. However, changes to the move period 400 
forces are integrated and cause the hold system to program an entirely different null position. This 401 
implies that postural stability will be compromised in the face of an adapting reach controller. To solve 402 
this problem, the integrator must also be adaptive: the integration function must change when there is 403 
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an error between its current output and the desired movement endpoint (Fig. 6A). Presumably this 404 
error-based adaptation would be driven by unexpected deviations from the hand’s desired trajectory as 405 
the reach period ends and the hand arrives at the target location.  406 
 To test this idea, we examined reach trajectories of individual subjects as they gradually adapted 407 
to velocity-dependent force fields. These trajectories exhibited two primary types of errors. The first 408 
error happened midway through the movement, and was caused by incomplete compensation for the 409 
velocity-dependent perturbation (Fig. 6B, the large negative mid-movement error). The second error 410 
happened near the end of the movement, and was oriented in the opposite direction (Fig. 6B, “endpoint 411 
correction”). This near endpoint error possessed two properties that were well-suited for integrator 412 
adaptation: (1) they occurred late in the movement as the participant attempted to stop their hand 413 
within the target, and (2) they were oriented in the direction opposite the shift in postural null point 414 
reported in Fig. 5. To quantify the size of these endpoint errors, we measured the largest “positive” 415 
deviation (or “negative” if the lateral deviation was in the opposite direction) from the terminal hand 416 
position, after the hand exceeded 80% of its reach displacement. 417 
 To determine if endpoint errors caused integrator adaptation, we compared the size of these 418 
errors during the adaptation process, to the gain of integration observed at the end of adaptation. The 419 
size of endpoint error was heterogeneous across our subjects; some participants exhibited large 420 
endpoint errors (Fig. 6B, S11) while others exhibited small endpoint errors (Fig. 6B, S5). Critically, we 421 
found that participants with larger endpoint errors ultimately produced smaller holding forces (Fig. 6C). 422 
In other words, these errors appeared to reduce the gain of integration. In fact, about 40% of the 423 
variability in integration gain could be explained by the magnitude of the late endpoint errors (Fig. 6D). 424 
This adaptation of integration gain progressed over time (Fig. 6E, repeated measures ANOVA, 425 
F=12.60, p<0.001). In the early part of training, the integration gain was no different than that of the 426 
pre-adaptation null trials (Fig. 6E, post-hoc comparison, p=0.88). However, late in training, the 427 
integration gain had decreased substantially (Fig. 6E, post-hoc tests, p<0.001 for comparison of late 428 
adaptation with both null field trials as well as early adaptation trials). 429 
These data suggest that Eq. (2) alone cannot predict the change in holding forces. In certain 430 
conditions, for example velocity-dependent force fields, the reach period commands change, but if one 431 
is to hold the hand at the target, then the hold period commands cannot simply integrate the preceding 432 
move period commands. Rather, as the move period commands adapt, so too must the integration 433 
function. Like the adaptation of movement commands, the adaptation of hold commands does not 434 
occur instantaneously, but appears to emerge gradually as errors near the end of the movement are 435 
experienced repeatedly. This process may also explain why holding forces gradually diminish during 436 
adaptation to an abrupt force field, where endpoint errors are large28. 437 
 438 
Differential contributions of the corticospinal tract to reaching and holding 439 
The CST conveys the cortically generated reach commands to downstream motor structures. Does this 440 
same pathway also convey postural signals, or does a separate, downstream structure receive and then 441 
integrate the reach commands? If both reaching and holding commands are conveyed in the CST, then 442 
damage to the CST above the level of the brainstem should disrupt both the generation of forces during 443 
reaching, and its integration during the hold period. However, if the integrator is downstream to this 444 
level, then damage to the CST might result in deficient reach commands, but spare the process of 445 
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integration, resulting in hold commands that reflect the within-trial integration of the now deficient 446 
reach commands. 447 
To examine these possibilities, we recruited stroke patients (n=14) who had suffered lesions 448 
affecting the CST pathway from the cortex through the internal capsule (Table S1). The patients 449 
exhibited profound impairments, as demonstrated by difficulty with extension of their arm during 450 
unsupported reaching29,30 (Fig. 7A, patient S015). To improve their reach capacity, we supported the 451 
weight of their arm in the horizontal plane (frictionless air sled), which allowed them to better extend 452 
their arm at the elbow, enabling them to make planar, point-to-point reaching movements while holding 453 
the handle of the robot arm (as in Fig. 3A).  454 
As has been noted before31,32, movements of the paretic arm exhibited erratic trajectories (Fig. 455 
7B), increased movement duration (paretic vs. control) of approximately 41% (paretic vs. non-paretic, 456 
paired t-test, p<0.01; paretic vs. control, two-sample t-test, p<10-4), and reach endpoints that 457 
terminated nearly 89% (paretic vs. control) further away from the target location (paretic vs. non-458 
paretic, paired t-test, p<0.01; paretic vs. control, two-sample t-test, p<0.001). The reaching impairment 459 
coincided with a marked increase in the trial-to-trial variability of move period forces (traces in Fig. 7C 460 
solid lines; Fig. 7D paretic vs. control, Wilcoxon rank-sum, p<0.001; Fig. 7D paretic vs. non-paretic, 461 
Wilcoxon signed-rank, p = 0.058). However, like healthy subjects, these move period forces, no matter 462 
how variable, terminated with stable holding forces (traces in Fig. 7C dashed lines). The trial-by-trial 463 
variability of the hold period forces, like the move period forces that preceded them, was significantly 464 
greater in the paretic arm of the patients (Fig. 7E; paretic vs. control, two-sample t-test, p=0.01; paretic 465 
vs. non-paretic, paired t-test, p=0.06). 466 
If move period commands were integrated into hold period commands, the increased variability 467 
in holding forces (Fig. 7E) could arise indirectly from the normal integration of the highly variable moving 468 
commands. If this were true, the variability in the moving and holding commands would be similarly 469 
structured in both healthy subjects and stroke patients. To test this idea, we quantified the within-trial 470 
correlation between change in hold period forces and the integral of the preceding move period forces 471 
(Fig. 7F, left column, representative subjects). Remarkably, in the null field trials, the coupling between 472 
move and hold periods was intact in stroke patients (Fig. 7H, paretic vs. control, two-sample t-test, 473 
p=0.14; paretic vs. non-paretic, paired t-test, p=0.63). 474 
We next used adaptation to systematically manipulate move period forces. Because force field 475 
adaptation is largely a cerebellar-dependent process33, despite damage to the CST the patients learned 476 
to alter their move period forces. As the move period force changed in the paretic arm, so did the 477 
change in hold period force (Fig. 7F, right column, example subjects). Once again Eq. (2) provided a 478 
reasonable account of the within-trial relationship between the move period and the change in hold 479 
period forces for the paretic arm, non-paretic arm, and the dominant arm of age-matched control 480 
subjects (paretic vs. control, two-sample t-test, p=0.08; Fig. 7I: paretic vs. non-paretic, paired t-test, 481 
p=0.24). Notably, the integration gain was not significantly different across the paretic and non-paretic 482 
limbs of the patients, nor across the patients and age-matched controls (Fig. 7J; paretic vs. control, two-483 
sample t-test, p=0.86; paretic vs. non-paretic, paired t-test, p=0.91). In other words, the integration 484 
function was similar in healthy participants and stroke patients. 485 
In summary, damage to the CST severely affected the reach period commands, resulting in high 486 
trial-to-trial variability. However, the change in hold period commands remained coupled to the integral 487 
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of the preceding reach commands in both null field and force field trials. The gain of this integration in 488 
the stroke patients was not different than that of healthy controls, suggesting that CST damage impaired 489 
the reach commands, but not the process of integration that may have generated the hold commands. 490 
 491 
Discussion 492 
Current computational models of reaching view move and hold periods as events that take place in 493 
sequence: the sensory representation of the target engages a feedback controller that moves the arm, 494 
and then once the desired endpoint has been achieved, a separate controller is engaged that produces 495 
the sustained commands that hold the arm1,2,4,6. These models have usually assumed that the motor 496 
cortex is responsible for generating the move period as well as the ensuing hold period commands19,20. 497 
Here, our experiments suggest the possibility of a different architecture (Fig. 7G), one in which 498 
movement commands are integrated in real-time (Fig. 1B) by a separate network of neurons of possibly 499 
subcortical origin, resulting in holding commands. If true, this would imply that control of the arm shares 500 
a design principle present in control of the eye8–15 and the head10,16,17.   501 
We measured muscle activity during point-to-point reaching in the vertical plane and found that 502 
across directions and durations, a form of mathematical integration related muscle activity during the 503 
hold period with the preceding reach period activity (Fig. 1). When the start and end positions of finger 504 
movements were kept nearly constant, there was still large variability in the hold period EMG of many 505 
finger muscles. On a within-trial basis, for all muscles recoded the integral of the move period EMG 506 
partly accounted for the change in hold period EMG. In contrast, activity before the start of the 507 
movement, co-contraction, or even finger position itself were poor predictors of the final hold period 508 
EMG. Thus, fluctuations in the integral of the move period commands influenced the change in hold 509 
period commands. 510 
Next, we altered the move period commands and asked whether that change altered the 511 
commands that were generated during the hold period. We approached this question in healthy 512 
participants, as well as patients who had survived a stroke affecting their CST above the brainstem. In 513 
both populations, as reach period forces changed during force field adaptation, so did the subsequent 514 
hold period forces, as predicted by integration (Figs. 3 and 7). Integration was also observed during the 515 
null period prior to the introduction of the force field, effectively ruling out the possibility that moving 516 
and holding correlations arose due to reach adaptation. Critically, the same integration function was 517 
observed for both healthy participants and stroke patients, suggesting that the putative integrator might 518 
reside within a subcortical structure. 519 
As an alternative to integration we considered the possibility that the hold period forces may be 520 
a continuation of the reach period forces, not an integration of the entire period. To test this idea, we 521 
changed the reach period forces via adaptation to a bidirectional force field (Fig. 4), one in which the 522 
integral of the move period forces was zero, but not the forces near the start or end of the move period. 523 
We found that as the integral of the move period force approached zero, so did the change in hold 524 
period force. 525 
Finally, we considered the fact that in order to hold the arm at a specific location, the nervous 526 
system must produce a postural field26,27,34. We measured this field by engaging subjects with a working 527 
memory task, while slowly moving their hand away from the target location. We found that as the reach 528 
period commands changed, so did the null position of the postural field. The magnitude of this shift was 529 
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proportional to the integral of the preceding reach forces. These results suggested that the hold forces 530 
we measured in our adaptation experiments were generated by a disparity between hand position and 531 
the null point established by the integration of moving commands. This mismatch may help explain the 532 
paradoxical illusions in perception of arm position35,36 that accompany force field adaptation.  533 
The idea that move period activity is integrated into a specific null point might explain why we 534 
observed poor trial-by-trial correlation between hold activity and finger position in Fig. 2. Note that the 535 
tube housing the finger constrained the motion of the finger to an arc, and thus may have prevented it 536 
from moving to its true “null position” in three-dimensional space. Therefore, if move commands 537 
integrated to a position outside of the tube, for a fixed tube rotation, there could be many null positions 538 
lateral to the tube, thus decreasing the observed correlation between the rotational position we 539 
measured and the associated EMG. In other words, trial-to-trial variability in move period activity should 540 
integrate to different magnitudes of hold activity, thus leading to hold positions that do not necessary lie 541 
within the tube. 542 
The notion that holding commands control a null position is reminiscent of earlier theories in 543 
which the principal role of the motor system was to specify equilibrium positions for the arm37,38. These 544 
theories posited that movement arose from the transition between holding locations. In sharp contrast, 545 
our results imply that the hold commands are generated in real-time via integration of the ongoing 546 
move period commands. 547 
 548 
A hypothetical architecture for control of arm posture 549 
The model presented in Fig. 7G represents our conjecture regarding architecture of the reach and hold 550 
controllers. In this conjecture, movements are encoded by the cortex, resulting in the move signal, 551 
termed ( )m t , which is integrated in real-time by an unknown subcortical area. The integral of move 552 
commands is then added to initial hold activity, yielding a feedforward estimate of the commands 553 
required for holding still, termed ( )h t . During a movement, the commands that arrive at the 554 
motoneurons are a sum of commands for moving and holding, ( )u t . 555 
There are a number of predictions that arise from this model. Motor commands required to 556 
move the arm to a target position are not fixed, but vary because of interactions with external objects, 557 
interaction torques that arise when the body is in motion, and over time as our bodies change. We know 558 
that the move system continuously adapts to these novel dynamics. A similar process of adaptation 559 
would also be required of the proposed reach integrator. 560 
Indeed, in the oculomotor system, move period and hold period commands can both undergo 561 
adaptation, and this adaptation depends on the cerebellum33. However, different regions of the 562 
cerebellum are required for adaptation of the move and hold periods13. Optican and Miles39 563 
demonstrated that the oculomotor integrator could be adapted by translating the target position as the 564 
eye transitioned from a saccade to gaze holding. In our reaching experiments, we found evidence for a 565 
similar adaptation mechanism. Errors near the end of the reach that were consistently encountered as 566 
the arm attempted to stop within the target location reduced the gain of the integration function (Fig. 567 
6). Through adaptation of the hold system, the arm would be able to cope with novel dynamics during 568 
the reach while also maintaining the ability to hold the arm at the target.  569 
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 While this adaptation mechanism would achieve endpoint stability over the sequence of many 570 
movements, immediate corrections in the integrator output would be handled through the parallel 571 
operation of sensory feedback (Fig. 7G, sensory feedback). This scheme would resemble a neural 572 
integrator for control of the head in the interstitial nucleus of Cajal10,16,17, which relies on proprioceptive 573 
and visual feedback17. The importance of these feedback pathways is further illustrated by conditions in 574 
which the arm is passively moved to a new position. 575 
We think that this new model of reaching might shed light on a number of interesting puzzles. 576 
For example, transient inhibition of the motor cortex during a reach results in “freezing of the arm” at its 577 
current posture, and not loss of muscle tone18. That is, despite near complete removal of output from 578 
the motor cortex during a reach, commands of unknown origin continue to sustain arm position against 579 
the force of gravity. Our model suggests that a distinct structure, possibly located in a subcortical area, 580 
integrates the cortically-generated reach commands up until the moment of cortical inhibition, and thus 581 
maintains posture despite removal of reach commands. This model is also consistent with the 582 
observation that cortical stimulation not only moves the limb, but also produces specific postures in 583 
primates40 and rodents41. Moreover, the total displacement of the limb appears to scale with the 584 
duration of stimulation, consistent with the idea that displacement is produced due to integration of 585 
motor commands over time. 586 
The idea that integration occurs outside of the motor cortex potentially explains why successful 587 
decoders of cortical activity are designed to control cursor velocity, as opposed to cursor position7,42,43. 588 
To hold the cursor still, these decoders assume that the cortex encodes a zero-velocity command rather 589 
than a position-based command. This observation is consistent with the possibility that the cortex is 590 
primarily concerned with dynamic quantities, i.e., changes in the state of the limb, rather than the 591 
maintenance of a specific limb state over time. This idea would account for the observation that neurons 592 
in the motor cortex modulate their activity when there is a change in force production, but less so when 593 
the constant force is maintained over time44,45. To maintain a constant force over time, our conjecture 594 
states that a subcortical area integrates phasic activity from the cortex, and maintains its output over 595 
time. This idea is consistent with evidence that transient stimulation of the brainstem in decerebrate 596 
cats produces sustained (timescale of minutes) changes in extensor muscle force46. 597 
 598 
Limitations 599 
Eqs. (1) and (2) describe how the integration of move activity may relate to changes in hold commands, 600 
but does not specify the hold command at the target. This reflects the reality that move period 601 
commands alone will not determine the terminal position of the arm: the initial arm position must also 602 
be taken into account. In other words, to hold the limb at the target, the integrator must not only 603 
integrate move commands, it must add this integral to the hold period activity that preceded movement 604 
(see. Eq. (6) in Methods; illustrated in Fig. 7G). We do not know if the integrator internally performs this 605 
addition, or if a downstream structure handles this adjustment for initial limb position.  606 
 Without a biomechanical model of the arm, it is not obvious why the linear functions in Eqs. (1) 607 
and (2) robustly predicted the relationship between change in hold activity and the integral of move 608 
activity. It may be that as we test movements that are more complex than simple point-to-point 609 
reaches, the observed linearity will break down. For example, how would the reach integrator maintain 610 
endpoint accuracy when the arm grasps an object, thus altering its mass? Such a scenario would require 611 
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an increase in muscle activity to move the larger mass, and then hold it still against the forces of gravity, 612 
so it may be the case that integration would naturally account for these positive correlations. 613 
Furthermore, over successive movements, inaccuracies in the output of the integrator could be reduced 614 
through adaptation of the integration gain as in Fig. 6. Finally, as is the case for the move controller47–49, 615 
the reach integrator may store object-specific or environment-specific memories and implicitly alter its 616 
integration properties when an often-encountered dynamical context is re-experienced. These 617 
mechanisms, along with the parallel output of visual and proprioceptive controllers would allow the arm 618 
to be stabilized under different inertial conditions. 619 
These possibilities could be tested in the future, by altering the mass of the arm and recording 620 
EMG from various arm muscles. With regards to EMG recording, it should be re-emphasized that the 621 
reach period forces measured in our human subject experiments were perpendicular to the direction of 622 
movement, and thus represented only part of the complete motor command. Because perturbations 623 
were applied perpendicular to the reach trajectory, our measure captured the primary dimension of 624 
adaptation. In future studies, a more complete picture of the integration process would be provided by 625 
recording EMG during adaptation. 626 
It is unlikely that the motor cortex has no role in postural control. At the very least, the 627 
monosynaptic projections from corticomotoneurons50 to alpha-motoneurons in the spinal cord are likely 628 
to be active during periods of holding still. We do not know if these hold period signals in the cortex 629 
arise from recurrent connections with a subcortical integration system, or from a separate position 630 
controller.  631 
Understanding the differential contributions of the cortical systems and the putative subcortical 632 
integrator is essential to improve our understanding of neurological disorders such as stroke and 633 
dystonia51. Identifying the locus of the reach integration may help explain why these patients exhibit 634 
abnormal postures at rest. These abnormalities could arise from a lesion to the integrator circuit, or 635 
perhaps more provocatively, from the normal integration of chronically abnormal moving commands. 636 
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A. The reach integrator hypothesis 762 
Muscles are engaged during the period of moving as well as the subsequent period of holding still. We 763 
hypothesized that for arm and finger muscles, activity during the movement ( )u t  could be decomposed 764 
into contributions from a move controller ( )m t and a hold controller ( )h t : 765 
  ( ) ( ) ( )u t m t h t  (3) 766 
If the move and hold controllers are connected in series, like the control system present for the eye and 767 
the head, the hold controller produces its output by integrating in real-time the output of the move 768 
controller. An example of this is shown in Fig. 1B, in which EMG of ant. deltoid is decomposed into move 769 
and hold commands. Here, we explain this decomposition and derive some of its predictions.  770 
 For a movement from position 1h  to position 2h  the hold controller first produces commands 771 
for holding at 1h  and then transitions to holding commands at 2h  through integration of ( )m t . Here is 772 
an integration function that could accomplish this task: 773 
    
0
1( ) ( ) ( )
t
t
h t u h k m d  (4) 774 
In the above equation, 1( )u h  represents hold activity at position 1. Combination of Eqs. 3 and 4 yields: 775 
     
0
1( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
t
t
u t m t u h k m d  (5) 776 
Given the measurement ( )u t , e.g., EMG from a given muscle, we can decompose the measurement into 777 
its constituents ( )m t  and ( )h t  by solving the above equation iteratively for ( )m t . This is what we did to 778 
plot the traces in Fig. 1B (we assumed k=1).  779 
To evaluate the predictions of this equation, we measured movements of duration T, between 780 
two positions 1h  and 2h . At the end of the movement the move commands go to zero yielding: 781 
    
0
2 1( ) ( ) ( )
T
t
u h u h k m d  (6) 782 
Unfortunately, we do not have an a priori estimate of the integration gain k. Thus, during movement we 783 
cannot uniquely estimate ( )m t  and ( )h t . To proceed, we made a simplifying assumption: the move 784 
commands could be approximated by taking the overall EMG signal ( )u t  and subtracting off the hold 785 
commands measured at the start of movement: 786 
  
0
2 1 1( ) ( ) )( ( )
T
t
u h u h k u u h d a      (7) 787 
Here we added a bias term, a, to account for systematic error introduced by our approximation. 788 
Rearranging the terms in Eq. (7) yields the prediction of the hypothesis: 789 
  
0
2 1 1( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
T
t
u h u h k u u h d a      (8) 790 
This states that the change in hold period activity should be roughly a linear function of the integral of 791 
muscle activity during the preceding movement with a gain k. Thus, from this approximation we arrive 792 
at Eqs. (1) and (2) in the main text. 793 
 794 
B. Monkey experiments 795 
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We performed four sets of experiments: (1) reaching movements in non-human primates, (2) finger 796 
movements in non-human primates, (3) reaching movements in healthy humans, and (4) reaching 797 
movements in stroke patients. 798 
 799 
B1. Reaching movements 800 
Two monkeys participated in a reaching task described elsewhere52,53. Briefly, at the start of each trial 801 
the monkey held its hand at a central home location. After a “GO” cue, the monkey reached to one of 802 
eight peripheral targets displayed in the vertical plane on a monitor (Fig. 1B), and then held its arm at 803 
the target for at least 0.5 sec. After this holding period, the monkey returned its arm to the central 804 
home location and held it there for at least 0.5 sec, until the start of the next trial. 805 
On each trial, hand position was recorded through infrared optical tracking of a bead fixed to 806 
the third and fourth fingers. The activity of several muscles was also recorded using intramuscular 807 
electrodes. In Monkey A, these muscles included the anterior, medial, and posterior deltoid, the medial 808 
and lateral bicep, and the upper and lower trapezius. From Monkey B, these muscles included the 809 
anterior, medial, and posterior deltoid, the pectoralis, the brachialis, the medial and outer bicep, and 810 
the upper and lower trapezius. EMG signals were filtered (10-500 Hz), digitized at 1 kHz, rectified, and 811 
smoothed with a Gaussian kernel (standard deviation of 20 ms). Muscle activity was then averaged 812 
across movements towards each target, separately. We normalized the data by setting to 0 the average 813 
muscle activity at the center hold location, and setting to 1 its maximum activity in the task.  814 
We asked whether activity in a given muscle during the hold period could be related to its 815 
activity during the preceding reach period (Eq. 1). For our analysis, the pre-movement hold activity 1( )u h  816 
was quantified as the mean activity in the [-700, -350] ms period relative to movement onset for 817 
outwards reaches, and [-300, -200] ms period relative to movement onset for return reaches. The post-818 
movement holding activity 2( )u h  was quantified as the mean activity over [+300, +450] ms period after 819 
movement termination for both outwards and return movements. We started this interval 300 ms after 820 
movement offset to allow time for muscle dynamics to settle. And finally, the bounds for integration 821 
(i.e., t0 and T in Eq. 1) were set as 140 ms before movement onset up until movement offset. We started 822 
integration prior to movement onset to capture changes in muscle activity that preceded change in 823 
kinematics. 824 
Of the 320 different movement types (20 muscles x 2 reaches per trial x 8 targets), 6 movements 825 
(1.9% of trials) had reach durations that were too slow to gain an accurate measurement of holding 826 
activity prior to the start of the next movement. To identify these trials, we used a cutoff for movement 827 
duration of 850 ms. The 6 trials with movement durations that exceeded 850 ms were not included in 828 
our analysis. 829 
We fit the integration parameters, k  and a , in Eq. (1) in the least-squares sense. To determine 830 
if the integration gain differed for outward and return movements (Fig. 1G), we fit the outwards and 831 
return movements separately, and then tested for a difference in integration gain with a paired t-test. 832 
To determine if integration gain differed for movements of different durations, for each movement type 833 
(16 possible movements, 8 directions for outwards and return movements), we sorted movements into 834 
fast and slow, based on the median movement duration. Because muscles were recorded on different 835 
sets of sessions, the average movement durations for each muscle differed. For the slow and fast 836 
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movement groups, we fit the integration parameters in Eq. (1), and tested for a difference in integration 837 
gain with a paired t-test.  838 
To determine how gravity impacted the gain of integration, we separated movements into two 839 
groups: (1) the horizontal movements to and from Targets 2 and 7 in Fig. 1B, and (2) the other six 840 
movements (all contained a vertical component). Because the horizontal group groups consisted of only 841 
4 movements (2 out and 2 back) for each muscle, we used a different technique to test for differences in 842 
integration gain. We collapsed data across all muscles and movements in the horizontal group, and then 843 
separately in the vertical group. We then fit integration parameters in Eq. (1). To test if there was a 844 
difference in the integration gain (i.e., the slope of the linear regression) we tested for a group by move 845 
period interaction effect on the hold period activity, using an ANCOVA. 846 
We also tested if the maximum activity during moving (as opposed to the integral) was an 847 
equally good predictor of holding activity. For this, we quantified either the max activity (if the muscle 848 
increased activity) or min activity (if the muscle decreased activity) over the entire movement. We then 849 
regressed holding activity onto the max or min activity, for each muscle separately. We compared the R2 850 
of this fit to that of the integral fit using a paired t-test (Fig. 1F, right). 851 
 852 
B2. Finger movements 853 
To examine the within-trial covariance between the commands generated during the movement period 854 
and the subsequent holding period, we considered finger movements24. Two monkeys (R and D) used 855 
their index finger to track a visual target (Fig. 2A). The index finger was splinted within a narrow plastic 856 
tube, constraining movements to the metacarpophalangeal joint. The hand on the recording arm and all 857 
other digits were placed in a padded pocket which prevented movement. The recording arm was placed 858 
in a sleeve to prevent movement. The contralateral arm was not restrained. 859 
On each trial the target moved between two positions at a speed of 12 deg/sec. On flexion trials 860 
the target moved from 12° to 24°. On extension trials, this order was reversed. The finger flexion 861 
movements were resisted with a spring load that measured 0.026 N⋅m at 12° and 0.048 N⋅m at 24°. Each 862 
trial started with a rapid movement to the start position. The monkey then held its finger at the start 863 
location (hold 1) for 1 sec, and then made a slow tracking movement to the target over a 1 sec interval 864 
(e.g., Fig. 2B). The trial ended with a 1 sec hold at the target (hold 2). 865 
We recorded activity of 9 muscles of the finger and forearm (1DI, AbPL, EDC, ECR, ECU, FDS, 866 
FDP, FCR, and FCU) on each trial and on each monkey (e.g., Fig. 2C). Muscle activity was measured using 867 
subcutaneous electrodes. In order to analyze single trial activity, we first rectified the data, and then 868 
smoothed it with a Gaussian kernel (standard deviation of 200 ms). After this, we normalized the data 869 
by setting to zero the average muscle activity at the 12° hold period, and setting to one its maximum 870 
activity during movement. 871 
 We used Eq. (1) to test whether there was a within-trial relationship between move period and 872 
the subsequent hold period activity of each muscle. We focused on flexion movements in which the 873 
finger moved against the external load. For this analysis, pre-movement holding activity 1( )u h  was the 874 
mean activity over a 400 ms interval starting 1 sec prior to movement onset. The post-movement 875 
holding activity 2( )u h  was the mean activity over a 200 ms period starting 700 ms after movement 876 
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termination. And finally, the bounds for integration (i.e., t0 and T in Eq. (1)) were set as 150 ms before 877 
movement onset up until movement offset.  878 
We considered data across all muscles and trials (n=6070 for Monkey R, n=2796 for Monkey D). 879 
We then fit the integration parameters, k  and a , in Eq. (1) in the least-squares sense, for each monkey 880 
separately. We quantified the variance in holding activity accounted for by the integral of moving 881 
activity. For visualization, we also computed the 95% confidence ellipses that describe the joint 882 
distribution of holding force and the integral of moving force across all trials (Fig. 2E). 883 
 We compared integration to an alternate hypothesis: fluctuation in the final holding activity was 884 
caused by fluctuation in the initial holding activity (Fig. 2D). This is described by the linear equation 885 
 2 1( ) ( )u h ku h a . To test the alternate hypothesis, we collapsed data across all muscles and trials and 886 
regressed hold 2 activity onto hold 1 activity, and computed the variance accounted for (i.e., R2). For 887 
visualization we also computed the confidence ellipses that describe the joint distribution of hold 2 888 
activity and hold 1 activity. 889 
 We also considered the possibility that the observed correlations between move and hold 890 
period activity could be spuriously generated by the physical constraints required to move and hold 891 
against the spring load. That is, larger movements would require more work against the spring, leading 892 
to larger displacements that in turn would require greater hold force. This alternate hypothesis hinges 893 
on two relationships. One, trial-by-trial changes in hold position must correlate with trial-by-trial 894 
changes in hold EMG activity. Two, trial-by-trial changes in the finger displacement (i.e., movement size) 895 
must correlate with the integral of moving EMG activity. To test these possibilities, we used linear 896 
regression. First, we regressed muscle activity during the target hold period onto the position of the 897 
finger during the hold period. In addition, we also regressed the change in hold activity from the start 898 
location to the target location, onto the change in finger position across these two periods (i.e., the total 899 
displacement of the spring). Finally, we also regressed the integral of move period activity onto the 900 
change in finger position. In all cases, we performed separate regressions for each muscle, and then 901 
averaged the resulting R2 values across muscles. 902 
 Note that there is a critical difference between regressing hold activity on hold 2 position alone 903 
versus regressing hold activity onto the combination of the hold 1 and hold 2 conditions. Regression 904 
within, but not across conditions, is the appropriate way to measure the trial-by-trial correlation 905 
between EMG and position without the influence of spurious across-condition correlations54. If hold 1 906 
and hold 2 are combined into the same regression (thus doubling the number of data points), these 907 
combined measurements account for 42 ± 4% of the variance in EMG activity in individual muscles, as 908 
compared to approximately 2% for hold 2 activity alone. The inflated variance accounted for is caused 909 
by the large separation between the associated distributions for hold 1 and hold 2 (see Fig. 3C at right 910 
for an example), not by a strong coupling between EMG and position within any of these distributions. 911 
Therefore, we were careful not to collapse across both hold 1 and hold 2 when quantifying trial-by-trial 912 
correlation between EMG and finger position, to avoid these spurious correlations54. With that said, we 913 
mention the combination of hold 1 and hold 2, to confirm that the spring load does indeed require a 914 
substantial modification in the EMG activity of individual muscles, even though trial-by-trial variations in 915 
EMG activity at the hold 2 position are only very weakly related to position (see the main text). 916 
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 Finally, we considered the possibility that the observed correlations between move and hold 917 
period activity could have be caused by trial-to-trial fluctuations in co-contraction. If on some trials, the 918 
finger was stiff and co-contracted its muscles, and on other trials less so, we may observe correlations 919 
between move and hold activity, without any relation to hold position. To change finger stiffness, 920 
agonist and antagonist pairs of muscles would exhibit correlated increases or decreases in activity. In 921 
other words, we should be able to predict the hold period activity in one muscle not solely based on its 922 
move period activity (as in the integration hypothesis) but also on the activity of simultaneously 923 
recorded muscles. To test this idea, we regressed hold period activity of each muscle onto the integral of 924 
move period EMG in other muscles. For a given muscle, we performed this regression separately for all 925 
of its possible pairs, calculated the R2 value for each pair, and then averaged across pairs to obtain a 926 
single R2 value per muscle. We report the average R2 value across all muscles. For context, we compare 927 
this R2 value with that obtained by regressing hold period activity in a muscle onto the integral of move 928 
period activity in that same muscle. 929 
 930 
C. Human experiments 931 
All human subject experiments were approved by the Institutional Review Board at the Johns Hopkins 932 
School of Medicine. Our healthy human cohort consisted of n=223 individuals. Healthy participants 933 
ranged from 18-61 years of age (mean ± SD, 25.2 ± 7.9) and included 128 males and 95 females.  934 
Our stroke patient cohort consisted of n=14 adults that had suffered damage to the 935 
corticospinal tract (CST). The stroke patients ranged from 30-80 years of age (mean ± SD, 56.4 ± 15.2) 936 
and included 6 males and 8 females. For comparison, we recruited a cohort of healthy age-matched 937 
controls who ranged from 28-81 years of age (mean ± SD, 60.6 ± 16.3) and included 5 males and 5 938 
females. There was no significant difference in age between the patient and older healthy control 939 
populations (2-sample t-test, p=0.53). 940 
 The stroke patients we recruited had survived a stroke affecting cortical or subcortical white 941 
matter associated with the CST. Patients were selected based on MRI or CT scans, and/or available 942 
radiologic reports. Scans and/or reports were corroborated to determine the level at which the white 943 
matter of the corticospinal tract (CST) was lesioned. Table S1 provides the level of the brain at which the 944 
white matter was damaged. 945 
We measured the degree of motor impairment in the patients using the Fugl-Meyer Assessment 946 
(FMA) and the Action Research Arm Task (ARAT). Two separate raters scored these assessments in each 947 
patient. In each limb, we measured the strength of elbow flexion and extension and shoulder horizontal 948 
adduction and abduction using a dynamometer (microFet 2). During measurements, participants rested 949 
their arm on a side table so the arm rested slightly below shoulder level. Strength measurements were 950 
repeated twice, the maximal force was recorded on each effort, and forces were averaged over 951 
repetitions. FMA scores, ARAT scores, strength, and other patient characteristics are reported in Table 952 
S1. Missing entries in table indicate that the patient was unable to perform the desired action.  953 
 954 
C1. Overview of human reaching experiments  955 
In all our human experiments (healthy participants and stroke patients), participants held the handle of 956 
a planar robotic arm (Fig. 3A) and made point-to-point reaching movements between targets in the 957 
horizontal plane. For stroke patients and age-matched controls, the arm was supported by a frictionless 958 
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air-sled. In addition, both the paretic (contralateral to lesion) and non-paretic (ipsilateral to lesion) arms 959 
were tested. For all other participants, the subject supported the weight of their own arm, and only the 960 
dominant arm was tested. 961 
 As the subject held the robot handle the forearm was obscured from view by an opaque screen. 962 
An overhead projector displayed a small white cursor (diameter = 3mm) on the screen that tracked the 963 
motion of the hand. Visual feedback of the cursor was provided continuously throughout the entirety of 964 
the testing period, except where otherwise noted. Throughout testing we recorded the position of the 965 
robot handle using a differential encoder with submillimeter precision. We also recorded the forces 966 
produced on the handle by the subject using a 6-axis force transducer. Data were recorded at 200 Hz. 967 
Except where otherwise noted, kinematic time series were aligned to the onset of movement at the 968 
time point where hand velocity crossed a threshold of 1 cm/s. 969 
At trial onset, a circular target (diameter = 1 cm) appeared in the workspace, coincident with a 970 
tone that cued reach onset. After stopping the hand within the target, a holding period of various 971 
durations (1.8 to 6.5 seconds) ensued where subjects were instructed to continue holding the handle 972 
within the target. After this holding period, a random inter-trial-interval sampled uniformly between 0.3 973 
and 0.4 seconds elapsed prior to the start of the next trial. 974 
At the end of each reach, coincident with the start of the holding period, movement timing 975 
feedback was provided. If the reach was too fast (or too slow), the target turned red (or blue) and a low 976 
tone was played. If the reach fell within the desired movement interval the target “exploded” in rings of 977 
concentric circles, a pleasing tone was played, and a point was added to a score displayed in the upper-978 
left-hand corner of the workspace. For stroke patients and age-matched controls, the desired 979 
movement duration was 600-800 ms. For all other participants this interval was 450-550 ms. 980 
Participants were instructed to obtain as many points as possible throughout the experimental session. 981 
 In all human reaching experiments, trials were ordered in pairs of outwards and backwards 982 
movements. In other words, each pair started with a reach from a start position to a target (outward 983 
reach). The subject then held the arm still at the target position, and then reached back to the start 984 
position (the backward reach). Only outwards movements were analyzed here. All backwards 985 
movements were performed in a channel, or a partial channel condition (described below). 986 
 987 
C2. Measurement of moving and holding forces in human subjects 988 
At regular intervals throughout each experiment (generally every 5th outwards trial) we measured forces 989 
in a channel trial55. On these trials, the motion of the handle was restricted to a linear path connecting 990 
the start and target locations (Fig. 3A). To restrict hand motion to the straight-line channel trajectory, 991 
the robot applied perpendicular stiff spring-like forces with damping (stiffness = 6000 N/m, viscosity = 992 
250 N⋅s/m). This condition maintained the hand in equilibrium along the axis perpendicular to 993 
movement. Therefore, the force applied by the robot was equal and opposite to the lateral force applied 994 
by the subject, thus serving as a precise measurement of lateral reaching forces. Before analyzing these 995 
forces offline, we first subtracted the baseline force from all force time series. We obtained the baseline 996 
force by averaging the forces recorded on the channel trials within the null field period at the start of 997 
each experiment. 998 
 One of the primary objectives of our study was the comparison of moving and holding forces on 999 
channel trials. In each of our experiments, the hand remained in the channel during both the moving 1000 
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period and the holding period (a period of time of at least 1.8 sec after the reach ended) to allow us to 1001 
measure both moving and holding forces. 1002 
Our primary hypothesis was that the holding forces could be described as an integral of moving 1003 
forces according to Eq. (2). In this equation, ( )F t  refers to the channel forces exerted by the subject 1004 
during movement. The quantities 1( )F h  and 2( )F h  refer to the forces applied by the hand while holding 1005 
still at the start position prior to the reach (1) and the target after the reach (2). The parameters k and a 1006 
refer to the integration gain and offset.  1007 
 We calculated the initial holding force, 1( )F h , as the mean force over a 100 ms period starting 1008 
500 ms prior to reach onset. The final holding force, 2( )F h , was calculated as the mean holding force 1009 
over a 100 ms interval starting 900 ms after reach termination. The termination of the reach was 1010 
determined based on a velocity threshold of 3.5 cm/s. The integral of reach forces was computed over 1011 
the entire movement duration (from movement onset to movement offset). Movement onset was 1012 
determined based on a velocity threshold of 1 cm/s. 1013 
 We conclude this section with a critical point. Holding forces would tend to move the hand off 1014 
the target during periods of holding still. We hypothesized that these departures might result in 1015 
adaptation of postural control. For this reason, we wanted to prevent this unwanted motion. On 1016 
channel trials, we prevented this by keeping the hand in the channel, as described above. However, on 1017 
all other trials, we also wanted to prevent motion of the hand during the holding process. Therefore, for 1018 
all outwards movements not performed in the channel (this does not apply to the return movements), 1019 
we applied a two-dimensional clamp to the hand at the end of the reaching movement (Fig. 3A). This 1020 
clamp prevented motion of the hand during the hold period, despite any forces the participant might 1021 
have applied to the handle, and was programmed as a “well” within the target location that attracted 1022 
the hand in two dimensions, with stiff spring-like mechanics (stiffness = 4000 N/m, viscosity = 75 N⋅s/m). 1023 
The target-hold well was applied when the hand entered the target location and the hand velocity fell 1024 
below a threshold value of 3.5 cm/s. 1025 
 And finally, to make sure that holding forces on outwards movements did not affect the initial 1026 
motion of the hand on the following backwards movement trial, all return movements were performed 1027 
in a partial channel. The channel was removed after the hand had traveled 40% of the desired 1028 
movement amplitude. Therefore, the hand terminated at the start position without any external forces. 1029 
 1030 
C3. Working memory task 1031 
In some of our experiments, we employed a cognitive task to distract participants during measurement 1032 
of holding forces. The working memory task consisted of a modified 2-back task where subjects were 1033 
randomly shown an integer between 1 and 4. The integers appeared one at a time so that the next 1034 
integer replaced the previous integer on the screen (Fig. 5A). Participants were told to determine if the 1035 
integer on the display matched the integer shown two numbers in the past. If the integers matched, 1036 
participants verbally responded with the keyword “same”. If the integers did not match, participants 1037 
verbally responded with the keyword “different”. If the response was correct a pleasant tone was played 1038 
and a point was added to the experiment score. If the response was incorrect a low pitch tone was 1039 
played and no point was awarded. To confirm that participants were engaged in the cognitive task, we 1040 
recorded each correct and incorrect response. Participants were clearly engaged in the cognitive task 1041 
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and responded correctly to 91.8 ± 0.6% of items correctly, at rates of approximately 0.77 ± 0.6 items per 1042 
second. 1043 
 1044 
C4. Reaching movements in the null field 1045 
A total of 220 healthy subjects participated in these experiments. The general structure of the task is 1046 
described in the previous two sections. Almost all movements were performed in a null field, i.e., the 1047 
subjects freely reached between the start and target positions. At the end of these null field 1048 
movements, the robot applied a target-hold well during the holding period, as described in a previous 1049 
section. On some trials we applied a channel and measured moving and holding forces as described in a 1050 
previous section. All return movements were performed in a channel, or partial channel as described in 1051 
a previous section. 1052 
 This process was the same for healthy subjects and stroke patients. The only differences were 1053 
that we tested both arms of the stroke patients (paretic then non-paretic), supported the weight of the 1054 
arm of the stroke patients and their age-matched controls with a frictionless air sled, and allowed for 1055 
differences in movement timing are described above. 1056 
 We measured the relationship between the move period forces and the change in holding 1057 
forces as described in C2. Specifically, we measured the within-trial relationship between these two 1058 
quantities (Fig. 3B right and Fig. 3C for healthy controls; Fig. 7F, left panel and Fig. 7H for stroke 1059 
patients). At various points throughout the manuscript, we also report the integration gain, or in other 1060 
words, the slope of the linear relationship between hold forces and the integral of reach forces. We 1061 
compared the gain of integration for the control group in Fig. 7 to the experiment groups in Fig. 3, to 1062 
test if adding weight support altered the integration gain (Fig. 3B, bottom-right). 1063 
 It is important to note that we combined several datasets for our analysis in Fig. 3C. While the 1064 
structure of each dataset was the same, they differed in the kinematics of the reaching movement. 1065 
Across these tasks, we varied several parameters of the movement, including the target location (center 1066 
of the body, to the left of the body, and to the right of the body), the reaching direction (towards the 1067 
body, away from the body, or at an oblique angle), and the reach amplitude (10 cm or 20 cm). Most 1068 
subjects reached between the same two locations, but for some subjects, there were two potential 1069 
targets for each trial. The number of reaching trials performed varied across tasks. They ranged from 40 1070 
trials to 288 trials (half were outwards movements; the other half were backwards movements). 1071 
 In Fig. 3D, we tested to see if the integration gain differed for fast and slow movements. For 1072 
each participant, we sorted their channel trial reaching movements in the null field period according to 1073 
their duration. Then, we selected the two fastest and two slowest movements for each subject (Fig. 3D, 1074 
left, individual points) and combined these movements across all subjects. Then we fit Eq. (2) to both 1075 
the slow movement and fast movement distributions. We tested for differences in integration gain by 1076 
reporting the move duration by move force integral interaction effect on hold force within an ANCOVA. 1077 
 1078 
C5. Reaching movements in a velocity-dependent force field 1079 
The serial architecture between moving and holding (Fig. 1A) makes a strong prediction: external 1080 
adaptation of moving activity will lead to changes in holding still. To test this idea, we used a force field 1081 
paradigm. We gradually adapted reaching movements of a set of participants (n=32) to a force field that 1082 
exerted forces on the hand that were perpendicular and proportional to its velocity according to: 1083 
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Here, vx and vy represent the x and y velocity of the hand, fx and fy represent the x and y force applied to 1085 
the hand by the robot, and b represents the magnitude of the force field (in units of N⋅s/m). When b > 0, 1086 
this corresponds to a clockwise (CW) field, and when b < 0, this corresponds to a counterclockwise 1087 
(CCW) field. 1088 
 In the experiment shown in Fig. 3, participants were exposed to both CW and CCW force fields 1089 
while making 10 cm movements. The experiment was structured so that the force field magnitude 1090 
would start at zero (a null field trial) and then gradually increase to its maximum strength over many 1091 
trials. After this, the magnitude would then be reduced back to zero over many trials. The exact 1092 
perturbation schedule for healthy subjects is shown in Fig. 3D. The experiment started with 40 trials (20 1093 
outwards movements and 20 backwards movements) of null field trials. Next subjects were adapted to 1094 
either a CW or CCW force field. The magnitude of CW/CCW perturbation was increased/decreased from 1095 
0 to 15/-15 N⋅s/m over the course of 100 outwards reaching trials (200 trials in total). The perturbation 1096 
magnitude was then maintained at a constant level of 15/-15 N⋅s/m over the course of 50 outwards 1097 
reaches (100 trials total) and then brought back to zero gradually in a de-adaptation period of 100 1098 
outwards reaching trials (200 trials total). After this de-adaptation period, participants continued to 1099 
reach in a washout period of 20 outwards reaches (40 trials total) where no force field was applied. 1100 
Participants were then given a short break and this structure was repeated (either for the same force 1101 
field, but a different target position (n=17), or the opposite force field and the same target position 1102 
(n=15). 1103 
 The experimental protocol was nearly identical (Fig. 3D) for our stroke patient experiments, with 1104 
two small differences. First, trial counts differed. Adaptation and de-adaption periods were 160 trials, as 1105 
opposed to 200 trials. The period of maximal perturbation magnitude was reduced from 100 trials to 80 1106 
trials. The second difference is that we increased the maximal force field magnitude to 18 N⋅s/m. We 1107 
increased this magnitude to compensate for slower movements (we required 600-800 ms movement 1108 
duration for stroke patients and their age-matched controls, but 450-550 ms in other experiments). Each 1109 
arm was tested in the stroke experiments in four blocks: paretic, non-paretic, paretic, non-paretic. The 1110 
perturbation magnitude went in an A-B-B-A order (where A and B refer to either a CW or CCW field). 1111 
The arm was supported by a frictionless air sled for both patients and age-matched controls. 1112 
 For both healthy subjects and stroke patients, we measured the relationship between the move 1113 
period forces and the change in holding forces at regular intervals throughout the process of adaptation 1114 
and de-adaptation. To do this, every 5th outwards reaching movement was performed in a channel. We 1115 
measured the within-trial relationship between moving and holding forces (Eq. 2). 1116 
 We performed a control experiment (n=7 subjects, Fig. 3 Supp. 1) to determine if holding forces 1117 
were stable over longer periods of time. In this experiment, the length of the hold period was increased 1118 
from approximately 1.8 to 6.5 sec. To keep subjects engaged over this period of time, subjects were 1119 
exposed to a working memory task during the holding period of channel trials as described in C3. The 1120 
experiment was otherwise similar to the other tasks described in this section.  1121 
 1122 
C6. Reaching movements in a zero integral force field 1123 
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We considered an alternate hypothesis: holding forces could be a trivial continuation of moving forces 1124 
(as opposed to an integral of moving forces). To test this idea, we designed two position-dependent 1125 
force fields, A and B, with the latter integrating to zero (Fig. 4). 1126 
Subjects reached between two targets separated by 20 cm. To form a zero integral force field, 1127 
we designed a perturbation with two components, FF1 and FF2. Each perturbation produced force along 1128 
the x-axis, while movements were made along the y-axis. The first component FF1 was applied during 1129 
the first 10 cm of the reach, and the second component FF2 was applied during the last 10 cm of the 1130 
reach. Each component was programmed as a quadratic function of position. For FF1 zero force was 1131 
applied at the start position and at 10 cm. The maximal force was reached at 5 cm (the vertex of the first 1132 
parabola). For FF2 zero force was applied at 10 cm and at the target position. The maximal force was 1133 
reached at 15 cm (the vertex of the second parabola). Here we refer to the magnitude of FF1 and FF2 as 1134 
the maximal force of each perturbation. To obtain a zero integral force field, FF1 and FF2 produced forces 1135 
in opposite directions. 1136 
The experiment started with 25 outwards (50 trials total) null field trials (FF1 and FF2 were both 1137 
equal to zero). Then we gradually increased the magnitude of FF2 while FF1 remained at zero (Fig. 4B, 1138 
Phase 1). FF2 was increased from 0 N to 3.5 N in even increments, over the course of 100 outwards 1139 
reaching movements (200 trials total). Then Phase 2 of the experiment started. In this phase, FF2 was 1140 
maintained at 3.5 N on all trials, while FF1 was gradually changed. The magnitude of FF1 was decreased 1141 
from 0 N to -3.5 N over the course of 200 outwards reaching trials (400 trials total). In this way, at the 1142 
end of the experiment, participants were exposed to two force fields within the same reaching 1143 
movement that perturbed the hand in opposite directions but with equal magnitude. Throughout this 1144 
paradigm, we measured moving and holding forces on every 5th outwards reach in a channel. 1145 
We found that holding forces gradually decreased in Phase 2 of the experiment, consistent with 1146 
our hypothesis of integration. To make sure that the introduction of FF1 caused this decrease in holding 1147 
force, as opposed to repetition or fatigue, we performed a control experiment (n=11, Fig. 4A). In the 1148 
control experiment, Phase 1 was identical to the main experiment described above. However, during 1149 
Phase 2, the magnitude of FF1 was maintained at 0 and the magnitude of FF2 was maintained at 3.5 N. 1150 
All other details were identical. We measured moving and holding forces (Fig. 4A) on every 5th outwards 1151 
movement in a channel. 1152 
 1153 
C7. Measurement of the postural field 1154 
In order to hold the limb still, the postural controller generates a converging field of position-dependent 1155 
forces that counters unwanted displacement of the limb26,27. In some of our experiments (Fig. 5) we set 1156 
out to measure this field. To do this, we designed a postural probe (Fig. 5A). On a postural probe trial, 1157 
the robot moved the hand slowly in a random direction after the hand stopped within the target. As the 1158 
hand was moved, visual feedback of hand position was prevented: the display cursor was frozen at the 1159 
holding location. 1160 
To quantify the output of the holding controller, we measured the forces the subject applied to 1161 
the handle while the robot moved the hand. To prevent participants from voluntarily opposing the 1162 
imposed hand displacement, we distracted each participant with the working memory task described in 1163 
an earlier section. We did not inform participants as to the nature or presence of the postural 1164 
perturbation. Instead, we instructed participants to solely concentrate on the working memory task and 1165 
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obtain as many points as possible by answering memory questions correctly. Points for correct 1166 
responses were combined with the points awarded for successful reaching movements. 1167 
The postural probe consisted of a straight-line displacement designed to make the probe as 1168 
imperceptible as possible. To move the hand, we placed the hand in a two-dimensional clamp with stiff 1169 
spring-like mechanics (stiffness = 4000 N/m, viscosity = 75 N⋅s/m) and moved the equilibrium position of 1170 
the clamp through the workspace a total of either 2.5 cm, 4 cm or 5 cm, depending on the trial. The 1171 
imposed motion consisted of three phases. 1172 
In Phase 1, the hand was moved a short distance (0.15 cm for 2.5 cm probes, 0.15 cm for 4 cm 1173 
probes, and 0.3 cm for 5 cm probe) along a minimum jerk trajectory, over a short duration (0.75 seconds 1174 
for 2.5 cm probes, 0.75 seconds for 4 cm probes, and 1.5 seconds for 5 cm probes). At the end of this 1175 
displacement the velocity of the hand was equal to 0.375 cm/s. In Phase 2, the hand was then moved at 1176 
this constant velocity for a specified displacement (2.2 cm for 2.5 cm probes, 3.7 cm for 4 cm probes, 1177 
and 4.4 cm for 5 cm probes). This constant velocity displacement lasted for 5.87 seconds for 2.5 cm 1178 
probes, 9.87 seconds for 4 cm probes, and 11.73 seconds for 5 cm probes. In Phase 3, the hand was 1179 
slowed to rest over a short distance (0.15 cm for 2.5 cm probes, 0.15 cm for 4 cm probes, and 0.3 cm for 1180 
5 cm probe) along a minimum jerk trajectory, over a short duration (0.75 seconds for 2.5 cm probes, 1181 
0.75 seconds for 4 cm probes, and 1.5 seconds for 5 cm probes). Finally, an additional buffer period of 1182 
0.3 seconds was added after reaching the final displaced position, prior to the end of the probe trial. The 1183 
total duration of the probe was therefore 7.67 seconds for 2.5 cm probes, 11.67 seconds for 4 cm 1184 
probes, and 15.03 seconds for 5 cm probes.  1185 
 Critically, as stated earlier, the participant was not provided position feedback during the 1186 
postural probe. Instead, cursor feedback of hand position was frozen at the target. Therefore, at the end 1187 
of the postural probe, there was a discrepancy between the location of the hand and the location of 1188 
cursor feedback. To seamlessly reunite the hand with its cursor feedback without drawing the attention 1189 
of the participant, we manipulated visual feedback during the following reaching trial; as the next reach 1190 
was executed, we projected the cursor position onto the line connecting the frozen cursor position and 1191 
the position of the next target. In this way, it appeared to the participant as if they were reaching 1192 
perfectly straight between the start and target position. At the same time, we confined the motion of 1193 
the hand to a straight line connecting its displaced position with that of the next target. When the hand 1194 
entered the target, a small and brief force pulse was applied to move the hand to the center of the 1195 
target at which point x and y feedback was reunited with the true hand position. 1196 
 1197 
C8. Quantifying the null point and shape of the postural field 1198 
As the hand of the participant was moved by the robot during postural probe trials, the displacement of 1199 
the hand was opposed by postural restoring forces26,27 (Fig. 5B). To mathematically characterize the two-1200 
dimensional field of restoring forces (i.e., the postural field), we fit a simple mathematical model26 that 1201 
treated the arm as a linear two-dimensional spring with a single equilibrium point: 1202 
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where Fx and Fy are the forces applied to the handle due to displacement of the hand from the null point 1204 












  (11) 1206 
describes the magnitude and orientation of the stiffness field. We constrained K to be a symmetric 1207 
matrix (i.e., kxy = kyx). We fit this linear spring model to the postural restoring forces by identifying the 1208 
parameter set (5 free parameters, xnull, ynull, kxx, kxy, kyy) that minimized the sum of squared error 1209 
between the hand forces (collapsed across the x and y axes) predicted by Eq. (10) and the hand forces 1210 
measured during all of the postural probe trials. For this fit, we used the forces measured within the 1211 
ellipse bounded by -2.25 to 2.25 cm along the x-axis and -1.5 to 1.5 cm along the y-axis, relative to the 1212 
final hand position. To locate the optimal parameter set, we used the genetic algorithm in MATLAB 1213 
R2018a. We repeated the genetic algorithm search 8 times and selected the one that minimized the 1214 
squared error cost function. The optimal parameter set provided a good fit to the data, accounting for 1215 
approximately 70% of the variance in the observed postural field (R2 during baseline period, mean ± 1216 
SEM: 0.70±0.03; R2 after adaptation: 0.69±0.02). 1217 
 To summarize the shape of the postural field, we considered three properties: (1) its null point, 1218 
(2) its orientation, and (3) its stiffness. The null point was equivalent to xnull and ynull. To calculate the 1219 
orientation of the field, we considered the eigenvector of the stiffness matrix K corresponding to the 1220 
largest eigenvalue of K. We calculated the angle of this eigenvector in the x-y plane. To compute the 1221 
stiffness of the field, we calculated the Frobenius norm of the stiffness matrix K. 1222 
 1223 
C9. Measuring how changes in movement forces alter the postural field  1224 
To determine if changes in reaching forces altered the postural field, we measured the postural field 1225 
before and after adaptation to a velocity-dependent force field. Subjects (n=27) were adapted to a CCW 1226 
velocity-dependent force field. To measure the postural field, postural probes moved the hand in 1 of 12 1227 
directions (0°, 15°, 30°, 45°, 90°, 135°, 180°, 225°, 270°, 315°, 330°, and 345° with respect to the x-axis) 1228 
while participants were distracted with a working memory task. 1229 
We measured the postural field before and after adaptation. Before adaptation, participants 1230 
completed 3 blocks of trials, each separated by a short break. In each block, all 12 postural probe 1231 
directions were visited a single time. The probe displacement was 2.5 cm for all probe directions. 1232 
Postural probes were given on every 4th outward reaching movement. Therefore, participants 1233 
completed a total of 288 baseline trials (3 blocks x 12 probes/block x 4 reaching movement pairs/probe 1234 
x 2 movements/reaching movement pair). Outwards reaching movements of 10 cm were all performed 1235 
directly away from the body. 1236 
 Participants were then gradually adapted to a velocity-dependent force field. The field 1237 
magnitude was decreased from 0 to -10 N⋅s/m in constant increments over the course of 65 outwards 1238 
reaching trials (130 trials total). After this adaptation period, the postural field was re-measured (Fig. 5B, 1239 
right). As before, all 12 probe directions were probed in a random order, 3 times. No breaks were 1240 
provided in between blocks. We anticipated that the postural field would shift after adaptation to the 1241 
force field. Therefore, we extended the probe displacement to 4 cm for probe angles of 0°, 15°, 30°, 45°, 1242 
315°, 330°, and 345°. Postural probes occurred at the same frequency as before adaptation for a total of 1243 
288 trials. To maintain participants in an adapted state, on all outwards reaching trials other than 1244 
postural probe trials, a velocity-dependent perturbation was maintained at -10 N⋅s/m. Target-hold wells 1245 
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were applied to the final hand position during all outwards trials (with the exception of postural probe 1246 
trials) during the holding period (1.5 second duration, with an addition 0.3-0.4 inter-trial-interval). 1247 
 Our analysis focused on changes in the postural field due to adaptation. First, we looked for 1248 
within-subject changes to the location of the null point of the field. Second, we looked for within-subject 1249 
changes to the orientation and stiffness magnitude of the field. For visualization purposes we 1250 
constructed a two-dimensional postural field from the forces measured during probe trials using linear 1251 
interpolation. To do this, along each probe direction we resampled forces in x and y spatially in intervals 1252 
of approximately 0.1 cm. For each of the resampled restoring forces we calculated the corresponding 1253 
polar coordinates (i.e., the radius and angle). In polar coordinates, all x and y forces lied along a 1254 
rectangular grid. We used bilinear interpolation along these polar coordinates to estimate the postural 1255 
field within the space between the 12 probe angles. 1256 
 1257 
C10. Measuring the relationship between holding forces and the null point of the postural field 1258 
We reasoned that the holding forces measured in our other experiments (Figs. 3, 4, 6, and 7) were 1259 
potentially caused by a misalignment between the hand (fixed in the channel at the target) and the 1260 
postural null point (somewhere displaced from the target). If this is true, we could gradually eliminate 1261 
these forces if we displaced the hand towards its null point. 1262 
We recruited a set of subjects (n=19) to test these predictions at several points during 1263 
adaptation to a velocity-dependent force field. At regular intervals during adaptation, we inserted 1264 
postural probe trials along 0°, with respect to the x axis. This corresponded to the direction of the 1265 
holding force. During the probe, participants were distracted with the working memory task. For the 1266 
first ten participants, we used 5 cm postural probe trials. For the last nine participants, we shortened the 1267 
probe length to 4 cm. Here we analyze only the first 4 cm of displacement to combine both versions of 1268 
the experiment. 1269 
 Before adaptation, we measured the postural forces a total of 10 times. Postural probes were 1270 
inserted regularly on every 5th outward reach, within a baseline period of 100 trials (50 outwards and 50 1271 
backwards movements). Outwards reaching movements of 10 cm were all performed directly away 1272 
from the body. Next, we adapted participants gradually to a CCW velocity-dependent force field, where 1273 
we decreased the field magnitude from 0 to -10.5 N⋅s/m in constant increments over 175 outwards 1274 
reaching trials (350 trials total). We measured moving forces, holding forces, and the response to the 1275 
postural probe on every 5th outwards reaching movement. 1276 
 We found that hand forces during the postural probe passed through a null point as the hand 1277 
was displaced from its terminal position (Fig. 5E). To determine the location of the null point of the arm 1278 
on a trial-to-trial basis we fit a three-parameter exponential function to the hand forces as a function of 1279 
hand displacement in the probe, and recorded its x-intercept. To do this, we first resampled subject 1280 
forces spatially in increments of 0.05 cm. Next, to reduce noise inherent in the single trial force 1281 
measurements, we used a bootstrapping approach. On each trial, we randomly sampled subjects with 1282 
replacement, calculated the mean postural force as a function of distance across the sample, and fit the 1283 
exponential to this mean behavior. We repeated this process 2000 times, and used this distribution to 1284 
estimate 95% confidence intervals around the mean (Fig. 5F). 1285 
 1286 
C11. Measuring adaptation in the gain of integration 1287 
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To maintain stability at the endpoint, the integrator must adapt as the reach controller adapts. For the 1288 
oculomotor system, adaptation of the integrator occurs when there are consistent errors between the 1289 
terminal position of the eye, and its target39. We speculated that such a mechanism might also adapt the 1290 
gain of the reach integrator. To detect these errors, we considered the reach trajectories of participants 1291 
as they adapted to velocity-dependent force fields (Fig. 6B). We spatially aligned reach trajectories by 1292 
subtracting off the terminal hand position. Next, we isolated the lateral component of the reach 1293 
trajectory.  1294 
We observed that participants often exhibited deviations in their hand position as they 1295 
attempted to stop their hand at the end of movement (Fig. 6B, endpoint correction). To quantify the size 1296 
of these errors, we measured the largest “positive” deviation of the hand from its terminal position, 1297 
after the hand exceeded 80% of its reach trajectory. On movements in which no such error occurred, we 1298 
instead calculated the largest “negative” deviation of the hand from its terminal position. In Fig. 6B, we 1299 
highlight these errors for two example participants by temporally aligning reach trajectories to the point 1300 
at which the hand exhibited the largest “positive” deviation from its terminal position. 1301 
In Fig. 6D, we compare the magnitude and sign of the late trajectory deviations, to the gain of 1302 
integration at the end of adaptation. To calculate the integration gain, we divided the median hold force 1303 
by the median reach force integral, measured over 10 channel trials after the perturbation magnitude 1304 
had plateaued (see horizontal line after CCW+ and CW+ in Fig. 3E, bottom). Similarly, in Fig. 6E, the 1305 
integration gain was calculated by dividing the hold force by the reach force integral, either over the first 1306 
one-third of CCW+/CW+ trials (for the FF early period) or the final 50% of CCW+/CW+ trials (for the FF 1307 
late period). For the null period, we could not use this technique, as the mean reach force integral and 1308 
the hold force were both nearly zero. Therefore, to calculate integration gain, we linearly regressed hold 1309 
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Figure 1. Integral of muscle activity during the reach correlates with subsequent activity during the hold period. A. 1313 
In current models (left), a feedback controller generates commands that move the arm, and then upon reach end, 1314 
a postural controller holds the limb still. For this model, hold commands depend only on the target position. In the 1315 
model considered here (right), the move commands are integrated in real-time by a postural controller. Thus, the 1316 
hold commands depend on the preceding reach commands, not solely the target position. B. Monkeys reached out 1317 
to one of eight targets, waited, and then reached back to the home position. EMG from ant. deltoid is shown for 1318 
three targets, and decomposed into ( )m t  and ( )h t  using Eq. (5), with k = 1. C. Normalized activity of anterior 1319 
deltoid in Monkey B starting from the center location. Colors correspond to targets in part B. D. Change in ant. 1320 
deltoid EMG from the initial hold period for reach out and reach back components of the task. The bars for hold 1 1321 
and hold 2 indicate periods where hold activity was calculated. E and F. Change in hold period activity for reach out 1322 
(green) and reach back (red) components of the task as a function of the integral of the preceding reach period in 1323 
two representative muscles for each monkey, and all muscles. G. The integration gain (slope of the line in E) across 1324 
various conditions: outward vs. return, fast vs. slow, horizontal target positions vs. other targets. H. Comparison of 1325 
two hypotheses: hold period activity relates linearly to integral of previous reach period, or hold period activity 1326 
relates linearly to the maximum activity of the muscle in the previous reach period. Each point is a single muscle. 1327 





Figure 2. The integral of muscle activity during finger flexion correlates with subsequent activity during the hold 1331 
period. A and B. Monkeys were trained to move their index finger from an initial position to a target against a load. 1332 
The traces show representative movements. Positive displacements correspond to flexion. C. Activity of flexor 1333 
digitorum profundus (FDP) in monkey R. Left panel shows FDP activity for the trials shown in part B. The bars for 1334 
hold 1 and hold 2 indicate periods was hold activity was calculated. Right panel shows FDP activity during the hold 1335 
periods. Activity increased with flexion of the finger, but was variable from one trial to the next. D. Evaluation of 1336 
the hypothesis that variability in muscle activity at the hold 2 position could be explained by variability in the 1337 
preceding hold 1 activity. Left panel is for the FDP muscle during a single session in monkey R. Center and right 1338 
panels present data across all muscles recorded in each monkey. Each ellipse is the 95% confidence interval for a 1339 
single muscle. R2 value refers to a linear fit across all trials and muscles. E. Same as for D, except here we test the 1340 
hypothesis that variability in hold period activity is related to the integral of the preceding moving activity. 1341 
 1342 





Figure 3. The integral of reaching forces correlates with forces produced during the subsequent hold period. A. 1346 
Human participants held the handle of a robotic arm and made point-to-point reaching movements (top). On most 1347 
trials, participants reached freely to the target. After the reach ended, a target-hold well held the hand in place 1348 
(null field trial). On some trials, hand trajectory was constrained to a straight line (channel trial, trajectories shown 1349 
at left). B. Example lateral force traces on channel trials during the null field period (in a single subject). The bars 1350 
hold 1 and hold 2 indicate the periods in which holding force levels were quantified. At top-right, we show the 1351 
correlation between the integral of reach period forces and the change in holding force for this representative 1352 
subject. At bottom-right we compare the gain of integration (slope of the line at top-right) between conditions 1353 
with and without weight support for the arm. C. We calculated the correlation coefficient between the time-1354 
integral of reach forces and holding forces across all channel trials in the null field, within each individual (n=220). 1355 
The vertical blue line denotes the mean of the distribution. D. For each subject, we selected their two fastest and 1356 
two slowest movements in the null field, resulting in two distributions, with each subject represented equally in 1357 
each distribution. We then performed linear regression on each distribution separately. Error bars for the 1358 
integration gain are 95% CI at right. At middle, we show the distribution of reach duration. E. After the null field 1359 
period, we gradually introduced a velocity-dependent force field (top). We measured moving and holding forces as 1360 
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subjects adapted and de-adapted to counterclockwise (CCW) and clockwise (CW) force fields (bottom). F. Each 1361 
trace represents the force on one channel trial, averaged across participants during the CCW force field adaptation 1362 
period. The vertical gray bars denote the start and end of the reaching movement. The color of each traces 1363 
indicates the force field magnitude at each point in the experiment. The hold 1 and hold 2 bars indicate periods 1364 
over which holding forces were quantified. G. On each trial, we calculated the time-integral of forces during 1365 
reaching (green) and compared these to the change in holding force (red). Values are mean ± SEM across all 1366 






Figure 4. Holding forces are an integration of moving forces, not a continuation. We designed a set of experiments 1371 
to test the possibility that hold period forces are a continuation, not an integral, of moving forces. A. Participants 1372 
(n=11) reached in a force field that was active only during the second half of the reach. In Phase 1 (left), we 1373 
gradually increased the magnitude of the force field. In Phase 2 (right) we maintained this force field for several 1374 
hundred trials. We measured the change in holding force (right, red) and the integral of moving force (left, green) 1375 
throughout adaptation. B. A new set of participants (n=14) repeated Phase 1 (left), but during Phase 2 (right) an 1376 
opposite force field was gradually applied to the first half of the movement. As the integral of move period force 1377 
approached zero in Phase 2, so did holding force. C. The mean force profile over trials sampled from Phases 1 and 1378 





Figure 5. The null point of the postural field is set by the integral of reaching forces. A. To measure the arm’s 1382 
postural field, we slowly displaced the hand during the holding period, while participants were distracted with a 1383 
working memory task. B. We measured the forces applied to the handle (left). We re-measured these forces after 1384 
participants were exposed to a velocity-dependent curl field (at right). Forces were measured by displacing the 1385 
hand outwards along 12 different lines. Interior estimates for the force were made using two-dimensional linear 1386 
interpolation. The magnitude and direction of these interpolated forces are indicated by the black arrows. Color 1387 
reiterates the restoring force magnitude. The holding position at reach end is located at the intersection of the two 1388 
dashed white lines. C. We measured lateral forces applied to the channel walls during reaching movements (null 1389 
field period, black, and curl field period, red). D. We used a two-dimensional spring model to quantify postural field 1390 
properties: null point, orientation, and stiffness (null field and curl field in black and red). E. To test if holding forces 1391 
were related to the null point of the postural field, participants (n=19) were exposed to a curl field that gradually 1392 
increased over trials. During holding, we recorded hand forces (right inset) as the arm was displaced in the 1393 
direction of holding forces. Arrows show the location of the null point (zero-crossing) on selected trials. F. We 1394 
calculated the holding force before displacement of the hand, and the corresponding postural null point on each 1395 
trial. Values are trial means and 95% CIs for distributions bootstrapped across participants. Linear regression was 1396 
performed on the bootstrapped estimates (black line). Error bars denote mean ± SEM in panels C and D. Statistics: 1397 





Figure 6. Adaptation of the integration gain. A. To maintain endpoint stability after adaptation of the reach 1401 
controller, the postural controller must also adapt. B. We hypothesized that integrator adaptation would be driven 1402 
by errors in hand trajectory that occur near the end of the reach. To detect these errors, we looked for deviations 1403 
in the reach trajectory after the reach exceeded 80% of its displacement. We spatially aligned reaches by 1404 
subtracting off the terminal hand position and then temporally aligned the reach trajectories to the point in time 1405 
at which the hand had the largest endpoint error. These errors are marked as “endpoint correction”. Here we 1406 
show the average reach trajectory during adaptation to a gradual force field for two subjects, one who exhibited 1407 
integration (S5), and one who did not (Sk11). C. The average forces produced at the end of adaptation for the same 1408 
two subjects. Note that the subject with large errors near reach endpoint no longer generated holding forces at 1409 
the end of adaptation. D. We measured the gain of integration at the end of the adaptation period, for subjects 1410 
that adapted to gradual force fields. We also measured the magnitude and sign of the late reach errors. Larger 1411 
errors led to a reduction in gain. Each data point is one subject. E. To confirm that the integration gain changed 1412 
over the course of adaptation, and not immediately upon introduction of the force field, we compared the gain 1413 
during the null period, with gains measured during early and late parts of adaptation using a repeated measures 1414 






Figure 7. Cortical reaching commands are integrated in a subcortical area. A. Stroke survivors (n=14) participated 1419 
in a set of clinical exams to measure functional impairment. Shown are isolated images for an extension-based 1420 
task, for the non-paretic (top) and paretic (bottom) arms of an example participant (S015). The instruction is to 1421 
place a rectangular block on the elevated surface. Images show the moment of maximal extension for the paretic 1422 
(right) and nonparetic (left) arms. B. To improve the range of motion of the arm, patients and healthy controls 1423 
performed reaching movements holding the robotic handle, with the arm supported by an air sled. Shown are 1424 
example trajectories during an initial null field period for the representative patient (black is nonparetic, red is 1425 
paretic) in A, and a control participant (blue). C. Example force traces during null field block in channel trials. The 1426 
solid line denotes forces during moving. The dashed line denotes forces during holding still. D and E. We measured 1427 
the integral of moving forces (D) and holding forces (E) on each channel trial. We measured the trial-by-trial 1428 
variability (standard deviation) of these quantities across all movements in the null field. F, H, I, and J. We 1429 
compared trial-by-trial fluctuations in moving and holding forces during the null field period (F, left panel). Next, 1430 
we gradually adapted subjects to a velocity-dependent force field and compared within-trial integral of moving 1431 
forces with subsequent holding force (F, right panel). Data are shown for representative stroke patient and healthy 1432 
control. We calculated the correlation coefficient between reaching and holding forces during the initial null field 1433 
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period (H) and force field period (I). We measured the slope of the integration function (i.e., the integration gain) 1434 
across all trials within individual subjects (J). G. Our conjecture that the cortex generates reaching commands 1435 
which are then integrated in a subcortical area spared by cortical stroke. Values are mean ± SEM across 1436 
participants. Points represent individual trials in F. Points represent individual subjects in D, E, H, and I. Statistics: 1437 







Figure 1 - figure supplement 1. Muscles that do not integrate also do not contribute to posture. A. Two monkeys 1443 
performed a reaching task in the vertical plane. The monkeys reached out to one of eight targets, waited, and then 1444 
reached back to the home position. Trajectories for the outward reach are shown. B. Normalized activity of 1445 
brachialis in Monkey B. Colors correspond to targets in A. We selected this representative muscle to demonstrate 1446 
that some muscles show little to no holding activity at most, if not all, targets. These muscles all tend to show early 1447 
moving activity, well before peak speed, and then cease activity around halfway through the movement. The hand 1448 
speed is shown in black. C. We selected muscles that have little to no holding activity, i.e., those whose activity 1449 
during the hold period has a magnitude less than 10% of the peak moving activity. There are 6 out of 20 muscles 1450 
who had such a property for most, if not all holding locations. We quantified the change in holding activity (from 1451 
before to after the movement) and the integral of moving activity. We asked how well the integral of moving 1452 
activity predicted the change in holding activity (the variance accounted for, or R2) in muscles with little holding 1453 
activity (non-integrators) and others that were more active during holding still (integrators). Error bars are SEM. 1454 







Figure 3 - figure supplement 1. Holding forces are sustained across long time intervals. Participants (n=7) were 1460 
exposed to a CCW velocity-dependent curl force that increased in magnitude across many trials. Here we show the 1461 
lateral force (top) and hand velocity (bottom) after exposure to maximal field strength. The vertical line denotes 1462 
the end of the movement, hence, the start of the holding period. On the trials shown, participants held the hand at 1463 
the target and waited for a long inter-trial-interval to start the next reaching movement. During this period of time, 1464 
participants engaged in a working memory task.1465 
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Supplementary File 1 1466 
 1467 
Supplementary Table 1. Measures of impairment in stroke patients. Patients completed the Fugl-Meyer 1468 
Assessment (FMA) and the Action Research Arm Test (ARAT), as well as strength testing in the shoulder and elbow. 1469 
Strength measurements were repeated twice and the maximal force was recorded on each effort and then 1470 
averaged across repetitions. Two separate raters scored the FMA and ARAT assessments, and scores were 1471 
averaged across raters. Missing entries in table indicate that the patient was unable to perform the desired action. 1472 
Patients were selected based on MRI or CT scans, and/or available radiologic reports. Scans and/or reports were 1473 
corroborated to determine the level at which the white matter of the corticospinal tract (CST) was lesioned. Here 1474 
we provide the level of the brain at which the white matter was lesioned. 1475 
 1476 
Source data 1477 
 1478 
Figure 1 - Source data 1. The EXCEL source data file contains holding EMG activity and the integral of moving EMG 1479 
activity for all muscles and moving directions shown in Figs. 1E-H. The “readme” tab describes all quantities 1480 
reported in the “data” tab. 1481 
 1482 
Figure 2 - Source data 1. The EXCEL source data file contains holding EMG activity and the integral of moving EMG 1483 
activity for all muscles shown in Fig. 2. The data provide trial-by-trial measures of each quantity. In addition, the 1484 
position of the finger during hold 1 and hold 2 are provided for all trials in each session. The “readme” tab 1485 
describes all quantities reported in the “data” tab. 1486 
 1487 
Figure 3 - Source data 1. The EXCEL source data file contains holding forces and the integral of moving forces as 1488 
shown in Fig. 3. The data are divided into two tabs, “data-panels-B-D” and “data-panels-E-G”. For the former, data 1489 
are provided for all channel trials appearing in the baseline null field period for all healthy participants (n=220). 1490 
Here we also indicate the movement duration and whether or not the arm was supported against gravity. For the 1491 
latter, data are provided for force field adaptation trials for the participants shown in the corresponding figure 1492 
panels (n=32). The adaptation paradigm for these trials is shown in Fig. 3E (bottom). The “readme” tab describes 1493 
all quantities reported in the two tabs containing participant data. 1494 
 1495 
Figure 4 - Source data 1. The EXCEL source data file contains holding forces and the integral of moving forces as 1496 
shown in Fig. 4. The data are divided into two tabs, “data-panel-A” and “data-panel-B”. The former contains the 1497 
data for Fig. 4A and the latter contains the data for Fig. 4B. Data are provided for all channel trials during Phase 1 1498 
and Phase 2 of adaptation as shown in Fig. 4. The “readme” tab describes all quantities reported in the two tabs 1499 
containing participant data. 1500 
 1501 
Figure 5 - Source data 1. The EXCEL source data file contains parameters for our postural field model, as shown in 1502 
Fig. 5D. We fit a linear spring model (Eqs. 10 and 11) to the postural fields measured before (Fig. 5B left) and after 1503 
adaptation (Fig. 5B right). Here we provide parameters pertaining the null point of the two-dimensional spring and 1504 
the stiffness of the postural field for individual participants. The “readme” tab describes all quantities reported in 1505 
the “data-panel-D” tab. 1506 
 1507 
Figure 6 - Source data 1. The EXCEL source data file contains data for panels D and E of Fig. 6. In the “data-panel-D-1508 
force-field” tab we report the endpoint error (labeled “endpoint correction” in Fig. 6B) measured on all trials in the 1509 
force field period for each participant. In the “data-panel-D-channel” tab we report the holding forces and the 1510 
integral of moving forces measured on channel trials at the end of the adaptation period for each participant. In 1511 
the “data-panel-D-gain-and-error” we provide single measures of endpoint error and integration gain for each 1512 
participant, obtained from post-processing of the data provided in the prior two tabs. In “data-panel-E” we provide 1513 
the integration gain measured for each subject during the null period, early during force field adaptation, and late 1514 
in force field adaptation. The “readme” tab describes all quantities reported in the other four tabs containing 1515 




Figure 7 - Source data 1. The EXCEL source data file contains holding forces and the integral of moving forces as 1518 
shown in Fig. 7. The data are divided into two tabs, “data-null-field-trials” and “data-force-field-trials”. For the 1519 
former, data are provided for all channel trials appearing in the baseline null field period for the paretic and non-1520 
paretic arms of stroke patients, as well as their age-matched controls. For the latter, the same data are provided 1521 
but for the force field adaptation period. The “readme” tab describes all quantities reported in the two tabs 1522 
containing participant data. 1523 
 1524 
